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The News

Hu

Been

A

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Volume Number 65

Knapp

’s

Service

Station Permit
Is

March

Holland. Michiean^ Thursday.

DOLLAR DAY IS A DAY OF
BARGAINS FOR THE
PURCHASER

Sanctioned

We understand there is a Dollar Day in Holland. The Holland
City News is back of any sales day
that helps Holland merchants. We
TION PRESENTED BY
invite all those living in this vicinMRS. CARL SHAW
ity to pay a visit to Holland FriOne very important matter came day and Saturday. Most of the merup before the common council chants are continuing their sales
which redrafted a couple of para- thru Saturday night.
There are some rare Dollar Day
graphs in the zoning ordinance,and
as officiallycorrected, will be found bargainsin some of the Ho’land
on the next page of this issue. In City News announcements. Look
substance,the council has jurisdic- them over, in fact look over the
tion as to how far a servicestation ads of all the stores who have barshall be removed from a public gains, Dollar Day or otherwise.
We have just thawed out from
building. They will use their judgment rather than follow a hard the Arctic region into the Temperate Zone and our wants for springand fast rule.
They shall also use their judg- time needs in practicallyeveryment as to what fire risks and haz- thing, are apparent.

ALDERMEN WILL NOT SIGN
W. P. A. WORKERS PETI-

5.

Number 10
City

;News Items Taken From the Files of
500 Strong Meet
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today
In Holland

ORDERLY SET OF MEN, NO ACTION TAKEN THIS AFTERNOON BUT FINAL VOTE
WILL BE TAKEN SAT.

The Holland City News for

a

Amendment^

Mrs. J. G. Van Duren, Mrs. C. J.
Dregman, Mrs. Frank lifer. For
1913-15,Mrs. Geo. E. Koilen.

SIXTH

orer was $60. He further contend- tury back. He spent months at
ed that this differencecould not intervals and finallygathered a
possibly be brought about because complete record from the file
of reduced living costs since that pages. When he had finished he
in Muskegon and Kent counties said, “Ben, 1 now know what started the poultry industry in this
the cost of living was a shade less
vicinity.” The News for forty years
than in Ottawa county.
Anyway, the motion on a final has given much poultry informadiscussionwas stopped temporarily tion to its readers preachingto
and tab'ed until Saturdayat 1:30 farmers — better stock and a systo keep chickens.
at Holland Labor Hall, when a tematic way •
• •
final vote will be taken, awaiting
of course, the action from WashTwo little children of Mr. and

;

strength for police board

o

Holland changes mayori— Nieojj
is to step aside for Rmrtfl
Geerlings who was mayor more
than 30 years ago. Geerlings haaj
a large majority as will be seen in
the complete tabulations.
The most unusual upset is the ]
case of EJd Brouwer who as can-/
didate for member of the poUoi
board received last minute o
tion from former sheriff .
Kamferbeekwith the following
suit. Brouwer— 1,400, Kami
-2,271. While this Is a
an election, in former she. _
tions, Kamferbeek made the _
through republican votes. U
pears now that both republ
and democrats are still voting
way.

demus

!

m

i

The Amendments were carried bv I
nearly a 2 to 1 vote, which absof- j
irte’y shows that Holland has con- J
fidence in its board of public works
as well as in its common council. I
It was a commendable vote and ft
well deserved.

—

• *

«

Kamferbeck according to rcanlto
seems to have hia running

building of a creamery, believing

COUNCIL NOTES

WARD ALDERMEN

RUN STRANGE RACl|

long time has been advocating the

Attorney Fred T. Miles speaks
A larrgey but very orderly gath- that it will bring the farm popu- l>efore the Social Progress Club on
the evils of the use of liquor from
ering of W.P.A.
_______ Workers,
________ , ______
,
nearly
lation to the citv bringing,too, an an economic and industrialstand500 of them, gathered this afternoon in Labor Hall and discussed added market place for the farm- point. Note: The caption said the
ers’ product. The result has been "address was » treat,” not the
in a dispassionatemanner whether
that men have become interested stimulating kind we assure you.
to remain on a strike or to go to
in startingsuch a plant. It is with Anyway, we have a column story
work Monday.
pleasure then that we announce on Fred's discourse.
Att’y. Charles Van Duren is rep- that Mr. Matthew Notier has sold
• • •
resenting the men in Holland in his mercantile business in Notier
a legal way. The chairman of the & Lokkers at Graafschap and will
The Kent Ottawa Realty Co. has
meeting was I/eon Nykamp and build a plant here with milk organized with a capitalizationof
Jacob Spruit of Holland was the agencies in West Olive, East Sau- $10,000 and has taken over 75
secretary.
gatuck, Fillmore Center, North acres of resort land at Ottawa
ards a service stationwould bring.
After
the
deliberations
Attorney
Holland, Overisel and other cen- Beach on the north shore of Black
Time has demonstratedthat serCharles
Van
Duren
dispatched
two
ters.
Note: Well, the creamery is Lake with a frontage of 4,000 feet
vice stations with underground gastelegrams, one to H. L. Hopkins still here. First owned by Mr. No- on the water. The land has been
oline tanks and at good distances
of Washington, D. C., government tier, later by Chris Lokker and his divided into 400 large cottage lots,
from other buildings,makes them
authority in the W.P.A. and one brother under the name of Crystal 100 on the lake. Access to the
good risks for insurance companto Congressman Carl Mapes wfl Creamery located at the baseball property will be from Jenison Elecies.
Washington.
park, and now il is conducted by tric Park by ferry. James Buys is
The News files show that in the
The News had an interviewwith the Wexford Co. and for 50 years president,Isaac Kouw vice presipast 15 or 20 years not a service
dent, Wm. H. Kinsey secretary,G.
Jacob Spruit,brother of patrolman it has been a good enterprise.The
station has burned in Ottawa or
J. Stewart treasurer. When the
Jim
Spruit,and he seemed a very News then, as now, did a lot of
Allegan counties and the two counboosting for enterprisesconnected north side electric line is built it
thoughtfuland earnest citizen
ties are fairly dotted with them.
will go through the property.
not one with a chip on his shoulder, directly with farm products. For
It is quite a coincidence that
Note: Instead the motor car came
but one who feels that the strikers instance: pickles, tomatoes, beets,
while this agitation was going on
wheat, canning factorygoods, poul- and the electric line never mutehad a grievance.
a service station in Holland was
He stated that the Ottawa Coun- try, etc. Rather an interestingin- realized and those we had left.
damaged and a garage fire was
ty laborers were being paid $48 a cident took place when the Holland
started by an explosion in Zeeland
month and out of that certain and Zeeland Poultry associations
in the past three weeks, but at that
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
transportationhad to be paid, and held their 25th anniversaries and
the percentage is above par in the
while small in itself, it took just a review of the doings during that
two counties.
Sam Lapish has been given two
that much out of the monthly al- time was necessary and the names
The change in ordinance gives
lowance. They ask for an allow- of the officers who served those 25 contracts,the stone worn for the
MAYOR ELECT
John Knapp a chance to bui'd a
ance of $60 a month which would years and poultry information gen- remodeled Third Reformed Church
beautiful station costing approxiHENRY GEERLINGS
bring better living conditionsand earllly was found not available. Our and the Allegan High School.
mately $10,000 on River Ave. and
• • •
would make the added outgo such ab'e representativeat Lansing, Ed
11th Street which will mean the
as transportation,easier to take Brouwer, was compilingthe book of
The
Holland
interurban will
cleaning out of all the rookeries
more than 100 pages for the occacare of.
have six fine new cars on the line
on that corner and scattering a
sion
but
found
that
the
records
of
What the News could gather
for this summer. These will be enblaze of electric light at night.
from Mr. Spruit’scontention was the associationwere either lost or tirely of steel, according to "Jack"
destroyed.
Mr.
Brouwer
was
told
Mrs. Carl Shaw again appeared
that in Muskegon County just aBusby and Charles Floyd, heads of
Alderman Damson led the aiderbefore the aldermen, this time precross the line, the rate paid was to go through the files of the the line. These can easily seat 100
senting petitionsasking that the men and audience in repeating the $57 per month and in Kent County News where he could get his information for a quarter of a cen- passengers each.
wages of W.P.A. workers be raised Lord's prayer.
the amount per month for the lab-

Changes

Mayor; Carries

iYiioiyii’m;

FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY

Town

Folks ReaOf Lire

1Q16

W.P.A. Strikers

nfrn

Holland, the

We

have been lookingall through
our "morgue’’ to find a picture of
Henry Geerlingstaken when he was
Mayor some 30 years ago. He then
had a flowing mustache. We had
that cut once but someone must
have purloined it and that needs
an investigation. It was one of
those "Simon l/egree” mustaches,
only Henry lacked the whip and the
Uncle Tom’s Cabin background.
He never owned s dog in his life,
much less a bloodhouno.
Anyway, we fished out another
cut of more recent vintage. We told
you once that it looked like the blue
eagle with a broken wing, hut the
N.R.A. has been buried long ago
and the eagle went with it.
We might make comparisons,
since this is the hatchery secson,

with a chick who has just picked
his way through a shell and is tremendouslysurprised at everything
he sees in a new world. But that
would hardly he fitting for Henry
has seen everything, he has heard
everything, knows everything, and
has held more jobs— most of them
"for nothing" jobs— than any man
in Holland.

Our city attorney Elbern Parsons j
and John Steggeyda, our treasurer, 1
both able men/ had no oppositloni
and received votes well over thgj
3,000 mark.

Jim McLean who has been
strong member of the Board
Public Works, received a comfo
able majority over M. C. Westra'
The three justices of the peaeiR
Nick Hoffman,. Jr.,
" Att;
ty. Gerrit W.
He talks more rapidlythan a ma- Kooyers and Atty. Vernon Ton
chine gun and answers your ques- Cate ran neck and neck as the Ub*,J
tion before you’ve asked it. Any- ulation shows and will have to Uri
way, here you have Henry Geer* conclusions again at the April
lings in Tulip Festival Array. Ya! election.
Wm. Brusse, present supei
Ya! Ya! All right! All right! And
to think that ho is only 16 years old, won handily over his two oi
his birthday coming every 29th day ents. However two supenrl
of February and he has just become must be elected, that is why Rayl
grandpa again according to a New Nics the present supervisor amfl
John De Koeyer, the third man id
York dispatch.
the race must battle it out for tha$|
office at the April election.

.

j

to a living standard. She stated
that $12 a week, the amount the
All A'dermen were present exRather an interestingstory apgovernment pays the local W.P.A. cept Mr. Vogelzangwho is in sunpears about Abe Stephan, former
workers was not enough to provide ny Florida but expects to be home
mayor, how he is pictured in the
for the necessities of life, taxes and soon.
Zeeland Record smashing an autointerest, let alone the luxuries chilmobile into the motorcycle of Bert
dren are entitledto and the edEding on the streets of our neighCity Attorney Parsons, at the
ucation that should be theirs to
boring town. Stephan became
request of Alderman Drinkwater,
have.
rather perplexed when the News
gave a review of the able work
HOLLAND MAN KILLED BY I
Another interestingthree comi
She stressedher point by saying
showed him the article, when he
that
the contractor has done on
ered race was that for city health!
TRAIN
IN
CHICAGO
that the state permits men and
said: “I was invited to go to the
LARGE MILITARY CONVEN- officerin which the candidateawa
women to marry. It is only natural the city hospital. He stated that
auto show at Grand Rapids and John Kleinhuizen and woman passTION M\Y
FOR
the present incumbent, Dr. Wm.
and expected that children are to despite the heavy packs of snow
was given an armful of literature
SECOND TIME
which are liable to bring leaks here ington that the sending of the
Westrate, Dr. Wm. Tappan and “
enger
are
killed
instantly
follow. Since the state encourages
Mrs. Marinus Jansen died of croup. telling me the best car to buy but
and there, the beautiful interior two differenttelegrams will bring. Note: In the early days this, like
these things the state should also
The Executive Committee of the E. Vander Berg. Each of the meifl
ten months later 1 have not bought.
of the hospital is a decorative As we said before,the men are diphtheria,was a terrible scourge
be held responsiblefor the bringJohn G. Kleinhuizen,formerly of Veterans of Foreign Wars of the received the necessary 25 per cttolL
Undoubtedly a good friend may inall calm, they are not arbitrary and many children died. Today f vite me again and I can take home Holland, for the past several state in sessiontoday with a Cham- of the votes cast, and thereforwill ]
ing up of the children in proper work of art wit^ut a blemish.
have to try conclusions again
in the matter and in a dispassionate croup is not even heard of and
environments.
some more automotive facts but up months of Chicago, was instantly her of Commerce committee, laid
the April election.
Mrs. Shaw planned a campaign The common councilordered the way are sending their views to the diptheria cases are now few if to this time I do not own an auto. killed in Chicago Tuesday night to- n’ans to stage another V.F.W, ralAlderman Henry Prins
payment of $1,107.01in special as- government and are awaiting ac- only given attention. Children from 1 have never learned to drive one. gether with Miss Minnie Brin of ly at Holland followingTulip Time.
that she says will be nation wide.
handily by a vote of 90 over hisj
sessment
bonds
.ag^in 'reducing tion on these views.
the
baby
stage
should
be
given
4
. ..... . ....... ..
........
Chicago
who
happened
to
be
a
passThe
procuring
of
this
convention
Her discourse was largely along
haven’t been in Zeeland, thereHolland’s bonded debt that much.
The telegram sent to the two anti toxin to avoid future troublej fore have had no quarrel with the enger in the Kleinhuizen car at the depends on the local community to opponent. Mr. Prins has been ti
the lines given in this paper when
* • *
strong man on the council, haa
men
mentioned
above
follows
be- and sorrow.
editor. 1 haven’t been in a smash- time. According to news received finance the prize money required
she appeared at the courtcil before.
here
the
Kleinhuizencar was for bringingthe fine drum and ways been placed on im)
Miss Dora Schermer.city Li- low.
The Mayor and the common counup
either
of
my
own
making
or
by
•
•
committeesand has ab’y ham
cil with the exception possibly, of brarian, reports collectingduring
someone else. Aside from these few struck by u Chicago and Eastern bugle corps from the various parts these different duties.
Ottawa
W.P.A.
Workers
not
A
few
lines from the common
Illinois
passenger
of
the
state.
the
past
year
fines
amounting
to
differencesthe story is correct.”
one man refused to sign the petition
Rather an unusual vote was
$421.72 which means a lot of new satisfied. Movement growing. State council, Patrick H. McBride, Note: Fifteen years later Mr.
Mr. Kleinhuizen who is 36 years Jhe Executive Committeeis comThis matter of interferringwith
for three new aldermanic
authorities
granted
concessions
month’s
salary
as
city
attorney,
and
good
reading
matter
for
the
old
is the only son of Mr. and Mrs. prised of Fred Sundin, John BreStephan
has
still
not
purchased
a
the governmentmandateshas come
very amiably as far as possible. $6.25; CorneliusVerschure,month's car nor does he know how to drive. Gerrit J. Kleinhuizen,447 College mer. Charles Ash, Chris Korose, dates in the sixth ward. 'Frank
city.
up repeatedly. The U. S. govern- youth of the •
Workers want Federal investiga- salary as treasurer, $22.93; Ed Your editor’s experience with Abe Ave., who upon being notified of l°hn Homfield and Frank Jillson. Smith received 212; Simon Hoi
*
•
ment has repeatedlytold the counboer 215 and James H. Klomj
tion and reclassification of popula- Vaupell as marshal, $33.34; City
has been that he is the best hack- their son’s death left for Chicago This convention brought about two 216, not over four vote* a|
cil and every council, that this unit
The chairman of the ordinance tion to receive the rate of pay pro- Clerk George Sipp, $33.33; J. Te seat
driver in the business. But immediatelytogether‘whhi Rev. thousandvisitors to the city last
was to pay its share toward the committee, "Sage" Huyser of the portionate to adjoining counties of Vree, two day's work with man
That’s about the closest race
that boy is loosingsomething with Henry Ter Keurst, pastor of Trin- year and with the more favorable
fund which is rather nominal com- 5th ward, was asked that a dog
Kent and Muskegon. Send Feder- and team, $5.00; payment of six no car — what a chance for those ity Reformed church. Mr. Klein- ‘ia'e >» prospect it is expected that candidates have made in Holl
pared to what the U. S. govern- ordinance be drafted. The matter al investigatorif possible. Situa- jurors in a city case, $1.00 each
(Continued on Page 2'
"sales hounds." Go to it, fellows. huizen is a member of Trinity Re- this number may be doubled. The
ment and the state pays. That has was referred to the city Attorney tion demands such action.
or $6.00 total; Charles Scott, eight
forme^
program in mind will includegreat
There’s a prospect!
been expilicitly understood but it is to find out whether such an ordinAttorney C. K. Van Duren. week's rent for a house for poor,
The deceased man and his wife drum and bugle corps review and
also understood that the govern- ance was possible. The City At•
total $6.00, $3.00 per month.
moved to Chicago owing to the <‘ontestat Riverview Park. A huge "MOTHER-MINE"AT SIXTH
ment shall handle the welfare and torney said it was. Mr. Huyser
The committee included Leon
REFORMED C H U RC H TOW.P.A. situation without any lo- stated that before this the city Nykamp, President; Jacob Spruit, TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Election of officers of the Wo- health of Mrs. Kleinhuizen who has Parade will take place on the same
been confined to a sanitorium in day. This is a state rally and draws
NIGHT AND FRIDAY NIG1
cal interference.
was able to draw an ordinance that secretary and Albert Cliffman, J.
Chicago for some time. Mr. Klein- yrterans and members of their famfollows:
President,
Mrs.
Robert
De
It is no wonder that the “city •revented the wanderingof cows, Butler and Herman Wiever.
The Holland-St.Louis Sugar Co. I Free; First Vice President, Mrs. huizen before going to Chicago dies from all over Michigan. Don’t
The second public perfon...
o
fathers” are reluctantabout med- lorses, hogs and nearly all anwill make sugar from cane when C. J. Dregman; Second Vice Presi- was a salesmanfor the Chevrolet W(?rry, Holland will provide the of the well known play, "Mot
imals
and
creeping
things
out
of
GARVELINK
IS
WIRED
THAT
dling with something they are not
prizes. Put the Holland City News Mine," by Gladys Ruth Bridgi
beets are not available.Note:
dent, Mrs. John C. Post; Recording Sales and
HE IS GRANDAD
asked to meddle with, and this sit- the ark, except dogs, cats and
Kleinhuizen is survived by his down for a duplicateof last year will be presented Friday ever.
There has been talk of that sev- Secretary,Mrs. V. L. Dibble; Coruation is demanded not in Holland chickens. Why these weren’t inwife, three children, a daughter a,|d niore if necessary.
(March 6) at 8 p.m. in the SL.
Charles R. Garvelink former lo- eral times since then but nothing respondent Secretary, Mrs. Evart
alone but all over the nation.May- cluded many years ago, he couldever
came
of
it.
J.
Blekkink;
Treasurer,
Mrs.
AlReformed church. The play, spoi^,
cal printer,son of the late Irvin
n't
conceive.
Undoubtedly
pressor Cook of Grand Haven issued
...
........
...... sored by the League for Service, ia
bert Diekema; Members of the ”darr„,‘Ger,r!i
such a proclamation last evening ure will be brought to bear to ex- Garvelink and for years representMANY
MORE
GUESTS
IN
board
of
directors, Mrs. Raymond with Mr. Kleinhuizen'sparents,
coached by Mrs. Ernest F. Penna.]
ative
of
the
Holland
Furnace
Co.,
according to the Grand Haven terminateall cats running loose
Rev. Paul P. Cheff. of Zeeland, Visscher, Mrs. George E. Koilen six months old son staying with
A large crowd of children w«i
now
of
Herkimer,
N.
Y.,
received
for no matter how nicely they may
Tribune.
Mrs.
Kleinhuizen
parents
in
ApHOLLAND
HOI
hi.
had a “runaway.” The cutter he and Mrs. G. J. Diekema. Mrs. C.
present at a special children’s r„
purr at home they neverthelessare word that a healthy son arrived
If through meddling the entire bird killers. As far as the dog at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wood, was driving overturned when it J. Dregman reports that the lot on
formance Wednesday evening at
P,F0unWaliBse^liirrt.H
„ !
the" week the Occidental
load was shifted on Hol'and’s is concerned, they may be dealt Mrs. Wood being Mable Garvelink struck an icy lump of snow. The College Ave. on 9th St., owned by
the first public performance was
3 30 o’clock Saturday nfternnrn Ht ! ote* wafl burned with 400 rooms
shoulders and the support should with more leniently.They will also of New York. Undoubtedly the horse became frightenedand broke the club, after a long wait, was
be given last night (Thi
loose from the sleigh and raced disposed of for $1,000.
night.)
have to come from the city treas- have to be tagged of course, under child will be called Charles Jr.
Ter Keurst officiating. Burial will
h,
1?ftact.a",ido'
ury, it would be a sorry plight to the law, but it is hoped that a barkThe part of "Mother Mine” or]
There are now five generations down the street. The harness was
1 '"ft “U0
be in Pilgrim Home cemetery. ' * b.U8inesH- Hesults- however, Miranda Peasley, a motherless wo-j
the cKy of Holland and to the tax- ing dog, who they say never bites, in the Garvelink family, Mrs. E. badly broken and the cutter damj brought many guests to Warm
Charles Bontekoe
Nick
payers who are still carrying on will be preventedfrom doing so Hekhuis of Fillmore Township; aged but the "dominie”was not
Friend Tavern, which by the way, man who although having broug
PAW PAW MAN TO SPEAK is u fireproofhotel.
and paying willingly without a by the ordinance. We will have to Mrs. Mable Garvelink, wife of the hurt in the least. Note: l>et us say Landmann of the Holland Coast
up three nieces, feels the desire
Guard
Station
where
sent
by
Keephe is still living and happy hut
BEFORE TOWNSEND CLUB
murmur.
The Grand Haven fire department adopt a boy, is played by Hell
see the ordinance committee about late Irvin Garvelink of Holland;
drives motor cars now and not er Capt. Van Weelden to South
was called upon to help in the fire Shank. Her opportunity cc ____
Mrs. Shaw brought up another that. Those docile day and night Charles Garvelink, the happy "sleds with bells.” "Ted”— Be sure Baltimore to study motorized
grandfather;Mrs. Wood, the
Dr. Felix A. Racette of Paw Paw and in the check-up it was found when Jerry McConnell, a 17-yearmatter, asking the council to ex- barkers surely are the pest.
boats. They will be away for six
• * •
daughterand Charles Jr., the new and send this to "Dad.”
will be the speaker at the Town- j that not one of the 231 guests were old orphan, played by Walter Ji
tend the time on light and water
weeks and the orders came from
• • •
arrival.
send Club meeting to be held on! killed and but four of them were obs, enters her home to steal. It
bills for W.P.A. workers and still
The Holland cleaners asked for
Washington, D. C. Note; That was
The Garvelink family are of old
Miss Mary Geagh. of Trinity the beginning of life boats motor- Friday March 13. The meeting is sent to the hospitalto be treated randa considers Jerry's coming
give them their percentages. Mrs. a permit to remodel their buildShaw pointed out that a few extra ing just east of Warm Friend Tav- Holland stock, the great grand- Church, was awarded first prize, a ization and now practically all to be held in Holland High school for minor injuries. The loss is said God send and "adopts” him despi
father of the child being the lead- silver medal, for presenting the
auditorium and the ladies as well to be near the half million mark, the advice her neighbors offer.
days would be very beneficialto em. It was permitted.
coast guard station boats have
Love interest is offered in
ing citizen of Fillmore township. best oration on prohibition sponthe men are invited to attend It undoubtedly will take some time
• • *
the workers. Of course this is not
motors.
and hear this popular speaker.
He was the foremost advisor of sored by the Holland W. C. T. U.
to clear away the wreck and rebuild elonment plans of Jack Payson and
in the council’s province City AtLillianWhitcomb, played by Bill
Dr. Racette is a firm advocate of and finish the hotel.
Through Aldermen De Cook and that part of the country, held near- at Holland high school. "An aptorney Elbem Parsons stated but
Andinga and Alma Vanderbeek re-j
Aged hunter and trapper, Jacob the Townsend plan and has given
advised Mrs. Shaw to take this Henry Prins a resolution was pre- ly all township offices, was a notary peal to American Citizenship"was
sportively.Difficultiesarises due to
IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT A
matter up with the Board of Pub- sented granting the lease for a Public, handled all probate matters, her subject. Other contestants Flieman, passed away at 83. He several addresses on the subject.
a fued between their fathers, Jooj
LICENSE-ARREST
lic Works and that body surely frame building on the northeast went to the state legislatureand were Miss Ruth Rick, Harold Oos- had been hunting deer for 50 Dr. Racette is a dentist and is now
Payson, a crafty merchant, play*
corner of River Ave. and 12th St. was one of the foundersof the terhoff, Anthony Meengs, Anna jrears, first around Holland, then serving his third term as president
would give them a hearing.
bv Melbourne Cloud, and Dei
to. Drs. Nelson Clark and M. H. Fir&t State Bank where his large Luraberg, Wilson Diekema and m the north woods and in all these of the village of Paw Paw.
This morning Chief Van Ry statUndoubtedly,in the emergency Hamelink for a period of 5 years. picture holds a conspicuous place Clara Yntema. A silver pin was years never failed to bring home
ed that the time for securing lic- Whitcomb, played by Leor
and if it would help these people, The building is to be remodeled, together with the other founders given to each of the other con- at least one deer he shot. Besides “CAPPY RICKS" BLOOMS WITH
ense plates has gone over the Fought. The part of Mary, a __
some temporary adjustment could redecoratedin the interior and the who have passed away.
»hy girl, 16 years old who wins
THE SPRING
testantsby the judges, L. Van der being a blacksmithand wagon
deadline,the last day being Satbe made.
admiration of Jerry, is played by
o
outside, jointly, by the doctors and
Werf, Mrs. Ethelyn Metz and Miss maker he conducted a fur trading
urday.
The
department
has been
Sipp Houtman who manages the
Omel
The Golden Bible hour society May Lahuis.
post and handled nearly all furs in
Mrs. Shaw was given every cour- the city. It will be a buildingfor
lenient for a few days but from
Virginia Park Community Players
Other members of the cast h
lower
Ottawa
and
upper
Allegan
tesy by Mayor Bosch who called public use and more presentable of Sixteenth Street Christian Renow
on
all
those
seen
on
public
• • •
who are staging “Cappy Ricks” at
elude Cynthia Whitcomb,the Detformed church will hold a meeting
her forward to make her plea. A than it is now.
Rev. K. Van Goor, for many County. His headquarters were on the VirginiaPark Community Hall streetswithout proper 1936 licen- con’s wife, played by Helen White;
•
* «
tonight at 7:30 o'clock in the
few weeks ago she made a plea
years pastor of the Ninth Street the site of the Ford Show Rooms for 3 nights, March 12. 13. 14, ses on their automobiles will be Martha Tisdale,played by Bern!
on River Ave.
fined.
that men working in the enow
Alderman De Cook and Aider- church basement
ChristianReformedChurch, died in
has his cast well in hand and the
Says the Grand Haven Tribune- Zuverink, and Lettie Holcomb, !ll
where there was no shelter, should man Van Zoeren were the only
Paterson, N. J. He was a great
play
is going to be finishedand
Among the committee making linguist and a scholar.
be given shelter and warmth. Un- Aldermen present to vote against
State
police were issuing tickets gossiping old maid, played by Ge.
Grand Haven policeman Jack artistically done.
eva Strong. These three women]
doubtedlymany of these storms the granting of an oil station for arrangements for the annual spring
• » •
The productionis a gripping story
Spangler was appointed by Sheriff
meeting of the West Michigan Denoperate automobiles with 1935 licame almost instantlyin fact the John Knapp on River Ave.
Mrs. John P. Oggel was elected ‘‘Dell’’ Fortney to take the place of and was given professionally on the
• * -*
Officer Lewis, a detective on t.
tal societyto be held at the Rowe
cense plates,Sgt. Earl Secrist, in
whole winter, has been a real surtrail of Jerry, is played by Nil
hotel in Grand Rapids, March 18, presidentof the Woman’s Literary Jerry Dykhuis of Holland as under- Hope College lecture course some charge of the local post. said.
prise, but in the future provisions
Alderman Huyser Steffens and
years ago and it met with tremendClub; First Vice President, Mrs.
City police were lenient over Rowan and his special helper, Sa
should be made for warmth and Drinkwater were asked to canvass is Dr. F. E. De Weese of Holland. John C. Post; Second Vice Presi* shenff. Note: Spangler has since ous success. This play was to be
been
assessor, probation officer, inThe
main
speaker
will
be
Dr.
Clarthe
week-end but were expected Blunt a constable, is played
shelter and hot drinks should be the vote at the recent primary and
ence O. Simpson of St. Louis, na- dent, Mrs. MortimerA. Sooy: Re- vestigationofficerand old age pen- presented in February but the win- to clamp down today. Sheriff Ben Rav Van Vuorst.
available.
the results tallied with the election
cording Secretary,Mrs. Harry sion officer.Fifteen years well ter blasts prevented this. It will
The play takes place in Mirai
tionally known X-ray authority.
returns and all those so elected
now b'oom with the opening of Rosema said his deputies had in- home in a little villagein M«
Harrington; Directors,1914-16, spent
structions
to
tie
up
all
cars
with
The Women’s Missionary society were given the endorsement of the
spring. ,
The regular monthly meeting of
1935 plates until the owners get achusetts. Stage managers ai
of Third Reformed church enter- entire common council.
The cast is as follows:
the Holland Poiitfers and Setter
Lewis Verburg, Arthur De Wai
•
GETS MEAL AND STEALS BI1936 plates, the only exception beMrs.
John
H.
Den
Herder
and
tained members of the Women’s
Alden P. (Cappy) Ricks, George
club will be held this Friday eveand Ray Van Voorst.
CYCLE
FROM
BENEFACTOR
ing to allow persons to drive to
Mrs.
Mervin
Den
Herder
are
in
Auxiliary and the League for SerAn endeavor is going to be made ning at 8 o’clock at Ed Leeuw’s
DeVries; Florence Ricks, Mrs.
the local license bureau.
Holland today visitingMrs. Marvice, Wednesday evening. Mrs. by the city engineer to do away garage, 25 W. Ninth St. Election
Mrs. Frank Brummel, 68
A case of ingratitudetook place vin Den Herder’s mother.— Grand Fred Steketee.Ellen Murray, Flor5
o
Wynand Wichers presided at the with the nuisance of surface water of officers will take place.
Wednesday
at the home of .
Wednesday afternoon when E. Eu- Haven Tribune.
Accordinglo
to a United
Press rercteyC
Skinner 'vccoruinK
united I’ress
meeting and a missionary play was on College Ave. and 6th St. A
daughter. Mrs. George Kragt
gene Robinson of N. J„ accosted
The
Eunice
Aid
society
will
hold
presented.
catch basin will be installed some
Lloyd Van Lente; Cecil Pericles’ I Pi°u fr°m L?n?in*' th.e atale rub,ic Zeeland.Surviving are the hi
Wm. Steketee,constableof the 5th
Mrs. Nathaniel Robbins is ser- Bernard Henry NevenzeI; Edwani a reou^fl-Z0/!,
to carry off Hie surface water. a meeting this afternoon at 2:30 ward and asked him where he could
/Epr?ved four sons, Henry, Dick and
A..nt a rcqueat from the city of Zeeland
Mrs. J. Arnoldink, 143 W. 17th
o’clock in Fourteenth Street Chrisiously ill at her home on Fifth st. Singleton.
Singleton, James
James Helder:
Holder; Aunt
mond of Zeeland and Gerrit
get something io eat.
to
refund
bonds
totaling
$3,000,
St. who celebrated her birthday
Albert J. Tibbe was honored at tian Reformed church.
Mr. Steketee directedthe young She has been in ill health since her Lucy Ricks, Mrs. J. Koakuba; with new bonds to be due from Drenthe; five daughters,
anniversary Tuesdav was surpris- a surprise birthday party Wednesreturn from Berkeley, Calif., sev- BrookfieldChauf., Leon Van Huia.
1937 to 1939 and bear not more George Kragt, Mrs. Bert St
The Freshman class of Christian man to police headquarters where eral weeks ago.— Grand Havea
ed by a group of friends. Those day evening at his home in Castle
o
and Mrs. Nick Nykamp, all <
he
obtained
a
permit
for
food.
Half
than 4 per cent interest.
High
school
will
hold
a
skating
present were Mrs. S. Dogger, Mrs. Park. Those present were Mr. and
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Geerland, Mrs. Lambert Kiel and
an hour later Robinson stole a bi- Tribune.
party
at
Virginia
Park
rink,
March
H. Ebelink, Mrs. C. Marcus, Mrs. Mrs. Albert Medendom of Martin.
Ungs a daughter, on March 2 at
cycle belonging to a nephew of Mr.
Seining for carp in Lake Maca- John Hunderman,both of
G. De Vries, Mrs. E. Van Dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Tibbe. Mr. and
Dr. Seth Vander Werf of Hol- Port Jefferson,N. Y/-She has tawa was resumed Wednesday un- a brother,S. Boonstra of
Steketee.
'Mn. E. Dogger and Miss Janet Mrs. Harold Tibbe, Miss Mae Tibbe
The young bicycle thief was ap- land will present a sterqpticanlec- been named Ann Hoffman. He is der the sponsorship of the Holland and a sister, Mrs. E. De S.,
Mr.
and
Mn.
James
Blok of
Marcus.
iss Virginia Kenyon of Grand RapGrand Rapids were Holland visit- prehendedwhen he endeavored to ture entitled "Migrant Workers in the son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fish and Game club. The weath- Detroit Funeral services
ids. Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Tibbe
sell the bicycle at the East End the United States,” before the Wo- Geerlings of 90 W. 14th St. s.
er condRionsand poor ice halted held on Monday at 1:16
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lubert Hop and and family. Mrs. Mary Wvma and
Bicycle Shop. The police arraigned man’s Missionary society of the
the seining activities that up un- Brummel home, two
sons, Jay and Edgar spent Monday daughter, Ella, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
The Sunday school teachers til the ice was frozen neted 37 tons. and a mile east
James Westrate and Mr. and hhn before Justice Hoffman who Second Reformed church on Thursafternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Westenbroek,Mr. and Mrs. Bert Mn. John Wabeke visited their sent him to the county jail for 45 day at 2:46 at the church parlors. meeting of the Sixteenth Street
2 p.m. at the Fi
Schutte at Harlem. Mr. Hop helped Wissink, Mr .and Mrs. John Van father, M. J. Westrate who is at days and he is already doing his The ladies of the church and the Christian Reformed church will be
James Dekker of Muskegon and formed chv
Mr. Schutte butcher a pig that Dyke, and Johanna and Alfred the Holland Home in Gnnd Rap- stretchwith Ben Rozema at Grand Girls’ league are invited to at- held tonight at 7 o’clock in the Bina Boonstra of Zeeland, have William K
Van Dyke.
•ftarnooo.
ids. church basement.
applied for a marriage license.
tend.— Grand Haven Tribune.
i*I will be
Haven,
,
.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Hollakd, Michioan

way connected with farming, Old COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL STUDMan Trouble has things his own
ENTS SEE TB MOVIE FILM
way. Failure— expensive, often

City

Changes

Mayor Carries
Amendments

Raymond Smith. But we know him ZEELAND FOLKS-SRECEIVE
better as a side pal of the late
LETTER FROM WHITE HOUSE
"Dugan” Van Vyven bandmaster.
FOR BIRTHDAY GIFT
They used to sing a race horse
song together at local entertain* Little Delano Roosevelt De Geus,
ments that never failed to make a
son of Mr. and Mrs. Arie De Geus,
hit. If he can run as fast at the residing at 422 Rich street, Zeeland
polls as he rattled off that song,
received a,uniaue birthday gift on

ruinous failure—is usually the reDuring the past week the Michsult. And the unhappy example of igan TB Association has prasent- 2020
such a failure endangers the whole ed a sound movie film entitled
"Contacts” to severalof the High
farm cooperative movement, the Schools in the County.
The film
(Continued from Page 1)
true purpose of which is to improve was well received.
there surely will be something doI. In
In all about
his first birthday recently in the
ing. But it appears that Holkeboer
farm productionand sales methods. 1870 students saw the film. Mr.
form of a letter from the WhKe
that your editor knows of, and he and' Klomparens are some runners
“Stick to your last” applies to Hassler from the TB Association
baa complied statementsfor 44 too. Well, may the best man win. House. The letter sent to the little
presented
the
film.
On
Tuesday
six
name sake of the President reads
i’M A
industrialists, shop-Keepers, farmThat in substance gives Mondays
audiences saw the film. But one years. Anyway all three must go
as follows:— "Mrs. Roosevelt was
ers and everyone else, as well as the school which was scheduled was back on the ballot for the April primary report. The complete ta
ab.
interested to know about your son’s
election.
ulated report, the totals and the
shoemaker. Experimentsin some- not reached because of inaccessible
birthday. She sends her bwt wishWe remember Frank Smith as a entire city and aldermanic ticket
body else’s business are almost in- roads.
es to little "Deland" for a long
stone mason, the father of Atty. are found below.
and happy life. The letter was sign
It is expected
X-ras
, ----- that an
„-raj
evitably a short cut to bankruptcy,
mHe who laughs at his own joke spoils
clinic will be held in March 24, 25
ed by Melvira Scheider secretary.1
o
all the sport of it for others.''
The mother writes to the News
The Aeolian Chorus of Holland, and 26. This will be under the
THE WAY THE VOTE STOOD MONDAY
FEBRUARY
direction of the Health Depart‘This little Democrat when he atunder the direction of Marvin Baas,
2B— VictorHufo.rrtttFrench
ment. This will be financed by the
Vote by Wards
1W 2W 3W 4W 5-1W 5-2W 6W Total tains school age has also a letter
presented a program Wednesday Michigan TB Association in conwriter,born. 1802.
and picture from the President
MAYOR
I night at 8 p.m. in the Allen Avenue junction with the County. Only
which he receivedat his birth. The
Geerlings,Henry
96’ 322 491 330 305 426 2,364
394
Christian Reformed church. Miss those individualswho have lived
baby celebrated his 1st birthday
27— Yumi, Anxoru. dettroycd
Bosch, Nicodemus ...... 281 105 194 267 176 166 239 1,428
by flood. 1891.
February 17.
Johanna Boersma is accompanist or are living in close contact with
o
and Jerry Bulthuis assisted as tuberculosisindividualsand those CITY TREASURERSteggerda, John ............. 607 164 460 685 449 355 615 3,335 WOMAN S LITERARY CLUB
who have positivetuberculintests
reader - Muskegon Chronicle,
2t-Spmi*h explorerPinion
diicorert the Amaion
will be given X-rays.
o
CITY ATTORNEY—
ELECTS OFFICERS
Rim. 1SOO.
During the past year 18 patients
THE OPEN BIBLE CHURCH
Parsons, Elbern ............. 589 148 452 651 422 242 582 3,086
Mi
MARCH
were
admitted
to
Muskegon
Coun(Independent Baptist.)
HEALTH OFFICER—
At a meeting of the Woman’s
1— Nebraska, the 37th state,
ty Sanatorium. In all 6304 days
Dr. Charles F. Fields.Pastor
i* admitted to the Union.
Tappan, W. M .............. .. 245
73 248 381 153 150 180 1,430 Literary Club held Tuesday afterwere
spent or an average of 350
Res.
328
River
Ave.
Phone
3923
1867.
Vander Berg, E ............ 165 40 140 158 194 148 266 1,111 noon, Mrs. Charles K. Van Duren
days per patient_ There have been
SUNDAY
elected president to succeed
Westrate,
William ........... 266
87 128 210 155 174 219 1,239
“
'
fr
8
deaths
from
TB
in
1935.
Hospit10:00 am.— Morning Worship.
2— Frenchcolonistiaettlein
Mrs. J. D. French, who completes
Miaaiaaippi,
1699.
Sermon subject, "Two ‘Nets' in Re- alization alone has cost Ottawa JUSTICE OF THE PEACE
her term of office in April. Mrs.
County $20,362.95in 1935. It is
lation to the Holy Spirit.”
Hoffman, Nicholas, Jr. .. 268
99 154 281 173 107 272 1,354 Kenneth V. De Pree was named
11:20
a. m.— Bible School with evident that the tuberculosisprobKooyers,
Gerrit
W
......
174
37 128 144 193 216 220 1,112 first vice presidentof the club yesJ— Ponce de Leon taili. seekclassesfor all. Scripture lesson, 2 lem requires constanteffort to com' Ten Cate, Vernon D.
ing the fountain of youth,
.. 196
56 222 311 114 136 159 1,194 terday and Mrs. John Vander Veen
bat
and
whole-hearted
support.
1513.
Sam. 6.
SUPERVISORS—
was re-electedsecond vice presiThe
film
shown
the
students
gave
4:00 p.m— Children’s Hour in
Brusse, William
—Constitutionbecomes the
352 101 361 411 267 268 354 2,114 dent. Others elected were Mrs.
a
clear picture of the problem
charge
of
Miss
Adrienne
Tyssen.
law of the land in ' the
De Koeyer, John J ........ 350 98 221 299 222 189 336 1,715 J. J. Brower, recordingsecre0:30 p.m.— Young Peoples Socie- which confronts the public as well
United States.1789. ,
Nies, Ray E.
81
393
259 411 239 173 326 1,882 tary; Mrs. Clarence Klaasen, coras
a
means
of
solution.
Early
dety with Mr. Donald Hop in charge.
responding secretary;and Mrs. R.
MEMBER
B.P.W.
tection
of
the
disease
by
use
of
7:30 p.m.— Gospel service with
D. Eaten, treasurer. Directors,
McLean, C. J.
sermon by the pastor upon "The tuberculintest. X-ray. careful check
. 350
84
306 453 222 232 301 1,948
STICK TO YOUR LAST
elected to serve on the board for
Westrate, Marine C.
Blood Salvation.”A good sing and up on all contacts,and early hos.. 291
95 193 250 262 218 336 1,645
two years, are Mrs. French, Mrs.
pitalization
are
such
effective
special music.
MEMBER B. P. & F.
N. D. Chard, and Mrs. John R. Mulmeasures
that
if
carried
out
propAgriculturalcooperationis an inPrayer meeting proceeding the
Brouwer, Edward
239
46 206 259 179 184 287 1,400 der.
erly
will
be
able
to
reduce
tubercumorning and evening service,at
definite term.
Kamferbeek,Fred H. .. . 414 148 292 467 315 269 366 2,271
Following the business meeting
losis mortality markedlyand may
But basically it means the selling 9:30 a m. and 7:00 p.m.
The Junior Welfare, under the diAMENDMENTS
possibly eradicatethe disease.
TUESDAY
rection of Mrs. Loster Exo preof farm products through farmerNo. 1 YES
310 103 317 395 237 254 335 1,951
7:30 p m.— Monthly meeting of
sented a very interestingprogram.
.......... 208
owned and controlledcentral or- the teachers and officersof the Bi- LOCAL CITIZENS ORGANIZE
45 136 207 141 141 214 1,092
Preceding the business meeting
No. 2 YES
ganizations. This is sound cooper- ble School.
. 371
118 .345 435 228 274 354 2,125 Mrs. W. J. Olive introduced AdjuIN YOUTH MOVEMENT
THURSDAY
NO
.
204
52
132 206 153 142 223 1,112 tant Edwards and Envoy Schafer
ation, based on definitebusiness
2:13 p.m.- Woman’s Missionary
principlesof proven worth, that
of the Salvation Army. The forAt
a
meeting
of
representative
Meeting at 328 River Ave. with
FINAL RESULTS ON
mer spoke briefly. Mrs. Nelson
can do a great deal for farm pros- special program.
to run at the April election.
citizensheld in the Warm Friend
THE VOTE FOR ALDERFor Constable the followingwere Miles and Mrs. Albert Diekema
perity and stability.
7:30 pm.— Prayer, praise and Tavern Tuesday, interest in the eswere hostessesfor the day.
MAN AND CONSTABLE nominated.
at the church.
But where it is distorted to tempt . testimony
....... . meeting
... —
...
") our Clothes and your Persontablishmentof some kind of a comFinn
ward—
William
Woldring
farmers into fields which are in no| Pine Ave. and Nineteenth St
First ward— Henrj’ Prins, preswas elected receiving 343 votes as ality" will be the subject of a talk
munity center with an experienced
ent incumbent was elected over
to be given next week bv Miss Marie
director of activities for both boys Dick H. Costing the vote being against 294 for his opponent Henry
G. Webb of Michigan State college.
Siegers.
and girls of the city was shown. 382 to 292.
o
Second ward— Egbert Beekman
The meeting was the outgrowth
Second ward — ConneJjusKalkMARCH
COMES
LIKE LAMB
had
no
opposition
and
received
all
of a study of the Youth Movement man received all the votes, 158
the votes, 167 in number.
and its application to Holland, having no opposition.
Third ward— >Fred Gaiien was
which occurred recently in the
March came in Sunday with
Third ward— Martin Oudemool
Education departmentof the Wo- was elected over Peter Zalsman by elected with 282 votes cast in his lamb-like demeanor, which accordfavoring,his opponent Frank Roze- ing to the old adage portends that
man’s Literary club. Called to a vote of 366 as against 128.
STORE [Holland’s Pricemaker] order
by Mrs. Sears R. McLean, Fourth ward— George Damson boom received 185.
it may go out like a lion.
Fourth ward— Charles L. Dulyaa
chairman of the local club com- having no opposition received 689
The sun shone Tuesday and the
mittee in charge of investigation, votes and was consequentlyre-elec- was elected,541 votes being cast temperature rose to 41 degrees,
Pint Vacuum Bottles. .69c
in his favor. Tony Ross and Henry according to the officialthermom$1.50 Pinkham’sComp. 83c
Jacob Fris was named chairman ted.
J. Kuipers, a'so in the running, eter. The low point sometime Satof the group. Prof. E. Paul McLean
50c
Frostilla Lotion ---- 28c
Fifth
ward
—
Jacob
Bultman
hav50c Feenamint ........ 27c
of Hope college was appointed ing no oppositionas aldermanfor received 121 and 62 votes respec- urday or Sunday night was 7 de-|
tively.
60c Drene Shampoo... 49c
secretary.
Fred Freeman of Detroit the fifth ward received 425 votes
grees above zero.
U-20, lOcc Insulin ---- 58c
Fifth ward— William Steketee
state
secretary
of
Y.M.C.A.
spoke
The snow record for the past
50c Phillips Milk oi Mag28c
in the first precinct and 290 in the
and Lee Koopman were the oppos- four months has establishedan all
briefly at the meeting as did Mayor second precinctor a tota of 715.
60c Papes Diapepsin. 33c
75c Baume Bengue ---- 44c
ing candidates. Steketee however time record with a total of 116
elect Henry Geerlings.
Sixth wani — Simon Holkdboer,
70c Sloan’s Linimert 47c
Following a discussion.Mr. Fris James H. Klomparens and Frank was elected 642 votes being cast inches. Snow began in November
75c Acidine .......... 44c
--m
in him
his ia
favor as against 283 for with 7.5 inches. In December the;
was authorized to appoint a com- T
L. Smith were running for alder- 1 Koopman.
60c Danderine ...... 36c
$1.00 Calonite Powder.67c
mittee to formulateplans for a men. The first received 215 votes
fall was 18.5 inches; in January
Sixth ward — Henry Borr won over there was 57.5 inches and in Febdefinite project.
60c Bromo Seltzer ..... 34c
50c Yeast Foam Tabs 28c
the second 216 votes and the third
Nick
Kolean.
the
former
receiving
Those present at the meeting were 212 votes. All receiveing25 perruary, 32.5 inches.
25c Cascarets ......... 14c
61c
$1J00 Irooized Yeast.
W. M. Conndlv, Leon N. Moody, cent of the votes cast are qualified 381 votes while Kolean received
0273.
50c Lavoris ........... 29c
Henry W. Wilson, John Kelley.
DUTIES
OF
STATE
SECRE100 Aspirin 5 grain . . . 8c
Vance Mape, Mrs. Nell Vander Meu75c Dextri-Maltose ____ 47c
TARY
DISCUSSED
AT EXlen, Dr. G. D. Bos. M. P. Russell.
25c Oxydol ........ 17c
[Quantities Limited, no
CHANGE CLUB MEET
Den Herder, Mrs. C. J. McLean
John F. Sundin, Mrs. Charles K.
Van Duren Mr. Fris. Mrs. Sears
and Mrs. E. Paul McLean.
mail orders]
35c-HaarlemOil Caps. 16c
R. McLean. Mr. Geerlings,E. Paul
Vernon Vos, four years old celeAt the regular noon luncheon
McLean. Mrs. J. D. French, Mrs. brated his first anniversarySatOfficers of Holland chapter No. of the local Exchange Club TuesW, J. Olive. Mrs. J. C. Rhea. Mrs.
a party at his home, 429 O.E.S. entertained officers of day, Dr. Louis Weber, first deputy
Quart
Mayo Hadden, Mrs. Wynand Wich- 136 W. 19th St. Those presentwere Star of Bethlehem No. 40 O.E.S. of the state of Michigan, discussed
ers, E. E. Fell, J. J. Riemersma. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Oudemolen and
We Make Our Own Fresh Daily
at a 6:30 o’clock dinner Tuesday the duties of the secretaryof state.
the Rev. Fr. F. W. Ryan and the children of New' Groningen and
Dr. Weber said that there was
evening in the Masonic temple. A
Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst.
Marinus Geertman, Mr. and Mrs. miscellaneous program was pre- a decided ignorance of government
\V. Smart and Mrs. B. Bassett and sented and short speeches were officials and 500 envelopes had been
children of Grand Rapids.
given by Miss Anne Heineke, Mrs. received bearing the names of past
0
Mary Streur, Mrs. Nell Stanaway, secretaries. He pointed out that
the first duty is keeper of the great
A meeting of the Harrington past grand Esther of Grand Chap- seal.
He also is a member of the
P.-T.-A. will be held tonight and ter of Michigan O.E.S.,Mrs. Delia
state board of auditors,and state
Boone,
worthy
matron,
and
Bert
attorney Elbern Parsons will be the
board of canvass.
speaker of the evening.A miscel- Welton, worthy patron of Star of
The secretary authorizesthe
laneous program will be presented BethlehemNo. 40, Mrs. Mabel Vancollectionof taxes, ifills out all
which has been arranged by B. Ny- denberg, Mrs. LucilleTyner, Mrs.
official documents and bonds all
land. L. Welton and Dr. Carl Van William McVea of Douglas. Mrs. officers.
Frank Underwood and Mrs. Mae AlRaalte.
To make clear the volume of
len, first matron of Holland chapter. Guests were present from Star business going on in Unsing, WebThe American Legion Auxiliary of Bethlehem No. 40, Charlevoix er said that 600 people were em| division No. 3 met at the home of
chapter No. 72, Douglas chapter ployed and $75,000 were spent for
Mrs. F. MeppelinkTuesday afterNo. 203, Corinthian chapter No. postage.
noon and final plans for card partSpecial music was furnished.
123, Kalamazoo and Stella chapies to be held at the home of Miss
Frank Lievense introducedthe
ter No. 17, Correctionville,
la.
Helene Pelgrim, 197 West 12th St,
speaker.
on March 5 and 6 were made. The
0
next meeting will be held at the
FRUIT SPRAYING
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ver Hulst,
home of Mrs. A. E. Van Lente. 239
Rt. 6 ----announced the engagement
infill,
TO BEGIN SOON
West 17th St. on the afternoon of
of their daughter, Conie to James
April 14.
Berkel, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Trees, vines and canes that proBerkel, 345 Lincoln Ave. at a party
Rev. and Mrs. N. J. Monsma. 11 duce Michigan’s annual 15 to 20 Tuesday evening. Those present
million
dollar
fruit
crop
are
worth
E. 10th St. entertained ministers
were Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Berand their wives of Christian Re- the insurance that a wise program kel, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Schriosema,
formed classis Holland, on Tuesday. of spraying can provide, according Miss Joan Rutgers, Miss Beulah
"The Gospel of Mark” was the title to Ray Hutson, professor of en- Berkel, John Bouwman, Cvnthia
of a paper read by Rev. D. Zwier. tomology, Michigan State College, and Gordon Ver Hulst, Mr. and Mrs.
The next conference will be held Blast Lansing.
Henry Ver Hulst, Mr. and Mrs. J.
He is one of the authors of the E. Berkel, Mr. and Mrs. George
I at -the home of the Rev. and Mrs.
P. Jonker the second Tuesday in SprayingCalendar’’which will be Steggerda. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
| April.
distributed throughoutthe state Berkel and the engaged couple.
within the next few days by county
--©
The Sophomore class of Christ- agriculturalagents. Copies of the
Christian Science Society
.
tan High school held a meeting newly revised bulletincan be obServices
in Warm Friend Tavern
from L.
Tuesday afternoon and committeestained
----- r **^**
“• R.
“• Arnold, county
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY, March 6-7

SHOP MERE
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and Save!

Our

Selection is Large and You Are
Always Assured of REAL VALUES!
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PECK’S

LIVING

ROOM
SUITES
*0 - 30$
discount

BED ROOM SUITES
20 t0 2$^

CUT-RATE DRUG

o .

I

‘

-

-

SOCIETY NEWS
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•

A^Pint ICECREAM

19C

www
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-

-

Discount

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE IS REDUCED
FOR THIS GREAT EVENT

TABLE CLOTHS

modem

LESS TIME, and actually SAVES
MONEY. The new washers and

its complete electric

boners have so many improvements

terday have no place in the

home with
home

yes-

laundry. Dectricity does

the work

— and

does

it

BETTER,

all
in

that it is a matter of

ECONOMY

to

bring your equipment up to date.

MY NEW WASHING MACHINE HAS TURNED

WASH DAY
HAVE YOU

INTO AN ENJOYABLE

TRIED THE

NEW WASHERS? . .

WASH HOUR

BANISH IRONING-BOARD

.

FATIGUE WITH

AN

IRONER

THEY’RE WONDERFUL

With the

new

You can't get
1936

tired

ironing if you use a
new electric ironer. You
just sit before it and
feed in the clothes.

models, electricitydoes
all the work. There's
no trick to operating
fhfm — and they save
you over so much time
and effort. Clothes
como out cleaner and
last longsr. Try on#
and you'll soo ths difference immediately.

That's all thsr# is to it

And with slsdridty as
your servant you're
done in no time. Ironing is a real pleasure
on one of the new 1936

—

electric ir oners.

ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATES
OF HOLLAND

MEYER MUSIC

HOUSE
CO.

THE JOHN GOOD
MASS FURNITURE
JAS. A.

I IN

BROUWER

CO.
CO.

--

DE VRIES & DORNBOS
WHITE BROS. ELECTRIC CO.
KNOLL PLUMBING AND HEATING
DE FOUW ELECTRIC CO.

COOPERATION WITH THE BOARD

OF PUBLIC

WORKS

for a class party to be held March
9 were made. The entertainment
committee members are John Hietbrink, Marian Klaasen, Doris Venhuizen, Jerry Jonker and Harold
Staal. The refreshment committee
is composed of Frieda Heerspink,
Julia Dombos, Elizabeth Bareman
| and Helen Monsma.

a*A
_L,

,n

All-Linen %Cover,

—

,

-

turn-

in the old hospital annex on Central Ave., with Mrs. C. Bergen as

A*

Coning
Miss Beatrice Keur, Missionary

.......

to Philippine Islands,will
......
“ be with
Mar. 25th.
is chairman of the civic health us to show slides Wed.
*
committee. The followingmade arConing
rangementsfor the luncheon: Mra.
The Lord Jesus Christ— Are you
Wrieden, Mrs. Robbins. Mr*. DiekeMatt. 24 :44.
ma, Mrs. R. L. Schlecht,Mrs. Jay ready

chairman. Mrs. Arthur Wrieden

• •

T

ROOM DRAPERIES

LIVING

DAMASK — Wide
full length

DAMASK —

width, sateen-lined,

— three

Science churches and societies
throughoutthe world on Sunday,
March 8. 1936.

LACE CURTAINS
New Patterns, 48 £n
in. wide, each
OjC

Kitchen Curtains
New yardage, yard 19c

Bedroom Curtains,
colored band, pr....i

Special

River.

Corner Tenth and

Consumers

Pwr

Gd. Rapids Metalcraft

Holland

Fnrnace 1 PC

Hone

Farnnce, Common
Kent Refining

Phone 2011, Holland

BOTER

/

Buy Your New Spring

Suit

S \
NOW

and get extra trousers for

$1

—

Man’s and Young Men’s

Suits--

Tailored— Gray
Tan
Double Breasted— Brown

Back

•

Belted and Pleated

Ties

backs

$1.00
$1.00
Shirts values $135*1.95 $1.00
2

for

for

Men’s 25c Dress
All

Mens

All 25c

-

Socks

Scarfs values to

$1.00 discounton

all

/

Blue

White Handkerchiefs,10c values - If
Special Lot of Dress

6.6% Pfd

ej)l

Dollar Days at

All 75c

Globe Knitting

(1

...........

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR

Plain

Pfd
Pfd

Lot

TEN yards

MASS FURNITURE CO.

Single Breasted

Consumers Pwr 5%
Consumers Pwr 6%

Cottage Sets, ea 89c-59c

.....

Markets Famished

American Autofelt
AmericanBoxboard
Applied Arts
Brysnt Paper

$3.39

DAMASK— 50-inch wide, two yards ..............$1.00
CRETONNE— Several Patterns, 10 yards ... $1.00

Smartly

on Following:

colors ......................

36-inch wide, yard .................. 29c

testimonial meeting.
"Man” will be the subject of
the lesson-sermon in all Christian

iheJ«*ffue.They were Miss State^oB** path0,0fryat Michi&an
Lois De Pree, Miss Agnes Van Oos0
tenbrugge of Zeeland, and Mrs.
Bible Witness Assembly—ZeelDuffield Wade of this city. It was
voted to purchase new scales for
the use of the btbv clinic which is and C. J. Tervestad, Pastor.
sponsored
-*,~y ---- - by the Civic Health com-Predeatinatjionand
mittee of the Woman’s Literary Adoption. Eph. 1.
dob.
11:80— Bible School.
6:16— Y. P. Meeting. Mr. De
. The Civic health committee of Pree, teacher.
7:80— Song service. Message?,1
the Woman’s Literarv club held a
luncheon Monday 1 afternoonfol- "The Greatest Enemy the Church
lowed bv a business meeting at Has in Zeeland.”
7:30— Wednesday. Cottage Prawhich Mrs. Willis Diekema and
Mrs. Nathaniel Robbins Jr., were yer Meeting.
10:00— Saturday. Jewel Class.
appointed co-chairmen of the third
7:80— Y.P. Prayer Meeting, Satannual Charity Ball. Proceeds of
the ball will go for the support of urday.
• • a
the baby Clinic which is conducted

-

ea. LESS $1

52-square, each

10:30 a.m. Sunday services.
11:45 a.m. Sunday school.
8:00 p.m. Wednesday evening

0ttawa county.,

----- as eqiupment
*00”
«l'upmen can be
wheeled through orchards without
getting mired, it is time to apply
the season’s first doormant spray
which will treat such pests as San
Jose scale, red mite, oyster shell
scale and the pear psylla. In addition to allowing for traction for
the spraying equipment the job
-o
John Dykstra was honored at s must also be done when the opersurprise party Tuesday night «t ator knows that there will be five
his home, 355 W. 19th St. Prizes or six hours when the temperature
were awarded to Miss Gertrude will not drop before the spraying
Dykstra, Jack Dykstra, H. Bocks- job is completed. This first dorfort and Mrs. E. De Jongh. Guests mant spray is applied normally late
were Misg Mildred Grasmeyer, in March or early in April, deHarold Becksfort, Miss Gertrude pending upon the weather.
Bud moths or fruit tree leaf rollDykstra, Mr. and Mrs. John Dykstra, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dykstra, ers require special sprays. In fact
Mr. and Mrs. J. Grasmeyer and Mr. the 48 page bulletinoffers up to
date information on the best methI and Mrs. Ed
De Jonge,
-0
ods, sprays and suggested sched, At a weekly meeting of the Jun- ules devised.Authors who cooperior Welfare League held Tuesday ated include Hutson, W. C. Dutton,
evening in the Literary club rooms, associateprofessor in horticulture,
three new members were welcomed and Donald Cation,research assiat-

Reg. $4.95, $3.95 and
$2.95 Spreads

59c

52x52-inch. Choice

ELECTRICITY

The back-breaking methods oi

BEDSPREADS

of three colors, ea

*.1^.

HAS PERFORMED A MIRACLE WITH
HOME LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT . . .

(roiHtHd

f

pair for

$2.00 •

special

Ladies’ and Men’s

Ties, a large

$1.00
01*00

Walkover Shoes

selection

6

for

01*00

$1.00 Underwear Sale

Leonard Refineries
Michigan

Bumper

Michigan Paper
Midwest Refining

Muskegon Piston Ring
Radomaker Chemical

Buy one Union

Suit at regular price and get another

Union

Suit up to same value lor $1.00 additional.

Union Suit, ................. 2 for $2.60
2.00 Union Suit ...................2 for 2.00
250 Union Suit ...................2 for 3.50
3.00 Union Suit ...................
2 for 4.00
3.50 Union Suit ......... ......... 2 for 4.50

$1.50

J

Sparta Foundry
Call Us on above or any of

.

Your

Securities!

J. H. FETTER & CO.
Wm. Arendshorst
Bernard Arendshorst
61 E. 8th Street

Phone 4621— Holland, Mich

P. S. Boter
CLOTHING

Holland

& Co.
SHOES

v

—

mmm

IP

Iv-'.'-

—

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
monthly sacred concert was pre-

Mrs. Otto Pino discussed the proOLIVE CENTER
sented followed by a short evangeljects towards which offering will
istic message by George Trotter.
go. '
Mr. and Mrs. De Jongc and famTheodore V»n Dyke w»s taken
Watchmakers of Holland, ZeeAt a Missionary meeting at the to Holland hospital Monday. Ex- ily from Lansing and Mrs. Peter
Mr. and Mrs. John Diokema and land, Hudsonville and Saugatuck
Second Reformed church presided aminations revealed serious infec- Arnoldink and sons from Grand
son of Holland called on his father, gathered Monday night in the office
over by the pastor Rev. Richard tions and it is expected that he will Rapids called at the home of their
A NATIVE BREWER
Joe Diekema at Harlem, Sunday, of the Chamber of Commerce, folVanden Berg a letter was read submit to a major operation.
father Jacob De Jonge Saturday.
and Mr. and Mrs. Bouwman and son lowing a dinner in a local restaurfrom Dr. and Mrs. William J. Moer|N this unique manner nativesof
Mrs. Smeyera and daughter,
Mrs. B. Voorhorst spent the past
visited with their parents, Mr. and ant to hear Charles K. Van Duren
dyk of Amara, Iraq, who are the week with her children, Mr. and Caroline,spent a few days at the
Mrs. Henry TechinckSunday af speak on the subject “The associa- * Mexico secure the makings for
missionariesof that church and re- Mrs. Arthur Kaechelc of Allegan. home of her sister, Mrs. Nellie at
tenioon but they all had to leave tion and affiliationof the local guild pulque, their most powerful drink.
sided in Zeeland when they spent
Jacob Eding and James Richane- Rusk last week.
their cars on U. S. 31 and walk with the nationalassociation." The Maguey plant, or cactus, from
theri'last furlough in this country. bault were in Grand Rapids on busChester Schemper is visiting relthe remainder of the way.
which
the
sap
Is
taken
Is
allowed
Officers elected in the local guild
Their three oldest children,Wil- iness Saturday.
atives in Holland this week.
liam, Betty, and Margaret, have
Mr. and Mrs. B. Brandsen of Hol- are B. L. Post, president; James to ige about five years before being
Mr. Gerrit Bartels and Mr. John
The season for dip-net fishing
just returned to India after spendland spent Friday with their bro- Hecrspink, vice president,and H. tapped At that time the tlachlquero
opened with the beginning of this Rowhorst were to Grand Haven on
ing their long vacation,which octher and sister, Mr. and Mrs. J. Finch, secretary and treasurer. cuts open the heart of the plant
month. Due to the snow, ice, high business Friday afternoon.
Dick Boter ha« returned from a with a metal Instrument In the
curs at this time, at the home in
Russel Raak, and with their , parwater and a hundred other things Mrt. Lester Veldheerand Mr.
Amara*. They are attending the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. K. Schamper two week’s visit to Hot Spring, shape of a half moon called a raapathere
is no evidence of the season’s and Mrs. Jerry Bosch visited at
Ark.
•school for missionary children at
at Harlem.
dor and applies the cocote, a pearopening in the village. This is the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Franklin BARGAINS IN NEW LUMBI
Kodai Kanal and left with an AmBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Norris shaped gourd. When the small end
Veldheer Sunday evening.
first time for many years. Usually
Mr. and Mrs. Newhouse of HolHemlock 2x4's, 2x6’s, Shij
erican teacher to accompany them
Van
Duren,
150
W.
15th
St. on
Mrs. Harry Vinkemulder who unland called on their parents, Mr.
there is much activity on the
of the gourd Is inserted In the
Sheathing $27. A quantity of 6
on their journey. Dorothy is the
March 4 at Holland hospital a wound, the tlachlqurro Induces the
opening day. However, before derwent an operation for gall stones fellow pine flooring while it li
and Mrs. H. P. Nienhuis recently at
only child at home. The letter tells
daughter, PatriciaMary.
many days are past, the "sucker- at the Zee'and Hospital has left the 127.00. Before you
Harlem.
our _
iulce Into the the gourd by suction
about the Leper co'ony and about
Nicholas Smid, 689 Central Ave.,
rush" will be on for two months. hospitaland is staying at the home es on Barn Boards and Barn Shi
Mr. and Mrs. Len Steketee and has filed applicationfor a permit appliedthrough a hole at the opposome remarkablerecoveries from
of
relatives
in
Zeeland.
For the last few years the men have
les.— Bolhuls Lbr. & Mfg. Co.
Leona Ruth of Holland spent Sun- to remodel and repair his home site end.
that dread disease. Patients often
had lean seasons,but their enthusE. 17th St.
day afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. which was recently damaged by
The Juice thus extractedIs then
come for treatment in a pitiable
iasm has not been lost. The exZUTPHEN
Bert De Vries and family at Har- fire.
condition and aid received from
transported in woolen kegs by
perts are promising a good year and
lem.
missionariesis deeply appreciated,
CASH— Highest cash prices
muleback to the brewary This fresh
naturalization meeting for
are stirring up folks by assuring
resulting
in
greater
respect
for
the
Mrs. Mary Morrill of Hudson- for Old Gold, Gold Teeth, Brdl
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van- those interestedin becoming Am- sweet liquid Is then fermented—
them that the suckers are waiting
Condition. Ji
Christian religion. Some recoverville entertained with a shower at Jewelry—
der Truk, a daughter Betty Jean; erican citizens will be held Thurs- the best quality of pulque produced
around the corner.
HeerspinkJewelry. 450 Wash!
ed lepers have turned to Christianher
home
honoring
her
daughter,
by
about
twenty-four
hours'
fermento Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kempker, day. March 12 on the second floor
ity and are strong witnesses. The Earl and Myrtle Mosier of Lan- Mrs. Ella Garfor. Those present ton Square, Holland, Mich.
273 W. 12th st. on March 2. a of the Police station on W. Eighth tation. If It la allowed to ferment for
Moerdyks when on a furlough spent sing viaited their uncle Emory J. were Mrs. Blanche Doom of Huddaughter;to Mr. and Mrs. Bob St.
several days the "bouquet" becomes
much time in Holland, staying at Mosier during the past week-end. sonville,Mrs. Lhm laocks, Mrs.i
Henderson of MadTson, Wisi on
FOR SALE— 80 acres heavy U
Buddv Ringewold, 272 Fairbanks quite strong, In which case pineapthe Missionary house purchased for When they left for home each one Lydia Elches, Mrs. Jennie Van
February23, a son, Phillip George.
soil. Building good. M< "
ples.
bananas
or
oranges
are
often
was
driving
n
new
Ford
purchased
that purpose.
Ness, and Mrs. Genevieve Van Der house. Light ami water,
Mrs. Henderson was the former Ave., Holland, spent a few days used to cure the liquor and Improve
at the local Edwig Garage.
with her cousins Arlene and CarMolen.
A
lunchon
was
served.
Mrs.
Ellen Jane Burch of Hol'and.
take moderate house in He
lyle Der Geus 422 Rich St., Zeeland. the flavor.
OVERISEL
Josephine Timmerman of Grand Garber is soon leaving for her home
in on it. Terms reasonable.—1
Vaudie Vandenberg of Holland,
Mrs. Jacob Manning, 28, died
The little cantinas where the na
Rapids was home with her par-jin t)Cs Moines, Iowa,
Bessie Johnson, R. R. 3, All
senior at the University of Mich- Monday at her home in Allendale.
lives gather to Imbibe this potent
All the roads in this neighbor- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Timmer- Mrs. Henry Locks is confined to Michl.
igan has been chosen to appear as Survivingare the husband. Ja- beverage are among the fascinating
her home with Bronchitis.Miss
hood are again open for traffic man during the
a member of the cast of “Robin cob Manning: her mother. Mrs. J. sights awaiting travelers visiting
Student Groctsema of the Semin- 1 Laura Van Der Wall of South
' and ns a
result there were goo<\
SALE:— Beautiful
Hood and the Queen's Page," in Mol of North Blendon;four bro- the Spanish Americas on the fort— ' 1 I'koltGran Liaa—Lau if «rf Mi— | attendances at both churches last ary had charge of the services at Blendon is assisting her with the
Console Model radio. Used.
the next campus dramatics produc- thers, Peter, Clarence and Martin,
Sunday. The regular routine of the American Reformedchurch last . househo'd duties.
nightly cruises between New Vork plan. Now. however, It brings about
$12.50 — Meyer Music House.
tion to be given in Ann Arbor all at home and Frank of Alto:
| Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Beek and
catechism classesand other meetand
California. Sev, ral years ago seven times Us former price and has
Friday and Saturday.
three sisters, Mrs. Bert Zwiers of
ings
has
been
resumed.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Orr
and
chil<'hildrcn
were
recent
visitors
nt
the
pulque sold for a cent a quart on the joined the more aristocratic bottled
At chapel exerciesin the Holland Zeeland, Anna and Corne'ia Mol cash and carry home In a pitcher
At the meting of the Young Peo- dren of Holland were guests of Mrs. i home of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Zylstra. ATTENTION — Stock owners. Ft
beverages sold under seal.
at
home;
and
a
erandfather,
C.
High school Tuesday morning, MarI Mr- William Wyza died in the service given on dead or disabl
ple's Society of the Christian Re- Era Zalsma
,
1 Butterworth Hospital of Apoplexy horses and cows. Notify ua pror
ian Nevenzel, senior, was awarded Bouwens of Alto. Funeral services
formed church,Rev. Vande Riet led
A very large number of farmers ,ast Monday at the ftge of 46 year8i ly. Phone 9745, collect. HC
a gold pin for writing shorthand were held on Thurs. at 1:30 p m. in GAINS ARE SHOWN BY YEAR- der K,ooy and children»t Zutphen the Bible discussionon the subject:
the Robbins Funeral home in Allenattended the soils meeting held at ^ js BUrvived by his widow, Cath- LAND RENDERING WORKS.
for five minutes at the rate of 120
“The Christian, a Soldier of Christ" the boa! Farm Bureau last week ,.yn and
BOOK OF
!°n Monday.
chi|)lrpniBetty
words a minute and transcribing dale, private, and at 1:30 in North
Fifteen
indispensible requisitesfor
A
number
of
local
people
attendREFORMED
CHURCH
I nday. Mr. Paul Harmer exten- Jpan an(, Uis Elaine Funera, apr.
Blendon
Reformed
church.
The
with a high degree of accuracy.
ed the funeral servicesof Mrs. B. a good soldier of Chris-t were dission work specialist on soils of M. vices were held last Thursday in
Gertrude Van Langevelde and Mar- Rev. Gerrit Rezelman and the Rev.
QUICK CASH-Loans $25 to
Mensinga held at the Zaagman cussed.
E.
Longman,
assistant pastor of the
S. C was in charge Mr. Harmer Grand Rapids with burial in Washian Nevenzelwere awirded certiAutos — Livestock — Fumi
This
community
was
recently
The Christian Reformed Church funeral home at Grand Rapids.
Calvary
Undenominational
church
found that most of the sou in this in(rton park cemetery. Mr. and
ficates for proficiency in shorthand.
Holland Loan Aaaociation.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Vruggink ' locked upon learning of the sudn
America
shows
gains
in
several
vicinity was rich enough and that MrSi Wm. Wyza lived on the farm
Principal J. J. Riemersma who of Grand Rapids officiated. Burial
Ollies Sport Shoo.
)articulars,accordingto fi gures ' of New Hope visited Mr. and Mrs. i den death of Rev. A. B. Voss of the use of certainkinds of fertil- formpriv own(M] bv Ederween.
was
in
Allendale
cemetery.
made the awards also announced
.abulatedfrom the 1936 yearhook. Ralph Heuvelman and children on ‘ Hospers, Iowa. Rev. Voss was born izing had been overdone.This not Thp farmera aro busy in this
WANTED
that two former high school stu0. D. Mitchell, 23, Louisiana NeChurch families now number 24,- Saturday. They also visited Mr. 1 and brought un in this vicinity
LOUIS
PADNOS
dents, Syna Westrate and David gro, started a 25-dav jail term Wed- 172; communicant members, 59,- and Mrs. J. Henry Kronemeyer and i leaving many relatives and friends only a great deal of money was vicinity getting the roads open for Wants to Buy all Kinds of
wasted,
but
the
sou,
instead
of
betraffic.
Christian,are listed on the Michi- nesday in Allegan because he was 161; total members, 116,792; min- Melvin on
Material,Old Iron, Radiators,
| to mourn his departure. Mrs. Voss,
ing improved, was injured. It| _
gan State college honor roll for found with towe’s and other jail sters, 258; congregations, 284;
Batteries and other Jnnk. L,
The
Prayer
Meeting
of
the
Sec- ' n^Sar^h
is
“J80.
?
might
be
well
if
these
meeting
were
' LOST— Sum
of
money
in
Holland
1934-35.
property as he was about to 'save Gains over the previous year are:
ond Reformed church resumed its of( 0ver'se1' After a fruitful mm- advertised more widely since we, businessdistrict or on 9th Street market price; also feed and ml
baga.
The Holland City Mission has after having been given a night's Families,327; communicants, 707; duties again after the big snow ! ,stry of "event^n ^ars In
have met several who would have Please return to 129 E. 9th Street 190 East 8th
Hoi
congregations,Rev. Voss was taktotal members, 378; ministers,5.
for the last three months been lodging in the jail there.
storms.
attended and brought in samples, Phone 3935, Reward.
He.
Phone
2905
conducting servicesat the new loMr. and Mrs. Bert Kraai of
Summary of total members in
had they known of this opportunity
M, and Mr, Henry Bredew.y
cation. 51-53 E. Eighth St. with Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. James he 15 classes are: California,3,in time.
remarkablesuccess. The attend- Nienhuis of Holland and Miss 175; Eastfriesland,3,292; Grand
a^ Mnn
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Slotman
ance has increasedand greater in- Johana and Ida Nienhus were Rapids East, 13,493; Grand Rapids Weerd o^Hud'alvme.' “Mr^and' in n0”’'"- '»wa aml a'a" in
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Milo
terest is being shown. There were supper guests of their parents Mr. West, 15,827; Hackensack,2,795; Mrs. De Weerd are enjoying a trip Prospect Park church of Holland S’otman of Fennvillespent Sunday
Michigan. In the latter city the
173 present at the Sunday school and Mrs. Harm E. Nienhuis Sun- Holland, 8,835; Hudson, 6,911; Illi- to Florida.
Rev. Van Laar, the Rev. H. Bly- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H.
service a week ago Sunday. The day. The guests had to leave their nois, 14,345; Muskegon,9,868;
Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Seif of stra of Graafschap. a classmate of M. Slotman.
Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst, pastor of can on U. S. 31 and walk a dis- Orange City, 9,907; Pacific, 5.221; East Jamestown were saddened
Mrs. Hein Brower is recovering
Trinity Reformed church, conduc- tance of two miles. In the even- Pella, 5,526; Sioux Center, 6,959; this past week on Thursday when the deceased,and the Rev. G. Hylkema of Detroit conducted the ser- from a serious illness.
ted the afternoon service Sunday ing their brother Harold took Wisconsin, 3,429; Zeeland, 7,109.
their 3 months old son Leonard vc„ Internle„tt„ok p|ace the
Mrs. Martin Groenheide of Kaland at the evening service the them back with the sleigh.
Churches with total memberpassed away at his home of, Overisel cemetery, where Rev. 0 amazoo spent several days with
ships exceeding 1,000 include: Nelson
pneumonia Funeral serviceswere j Vande Riet
, of
Grandville Avenue, Grand Rapids, held Saturday at the Zaagman fun- .ympathyin heb>if of ,bc commlln. her father Mr. G. Rankens.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newhouse of
AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE NO. 363 CHAPTER NO. 57 OF 1,836; Oakdale Park, Grand Rap- era! home. Intermentwas made ity nnd offered
ids, 1,455; Central Avenue, Hol- in Garfieldpark cemetery.
Holland were Sunday guests of Mr.
e:THE GENERAL ORDINANCES OF THE CITY OF HOLLAND
Mrs. M. A. Neinhuis visited her and Mrs. E. J. Mosier.
land, 1,348; Alpine Avenue, Grand
The 4-H Sewing Club has again
mother, Mrs. Dal man, of Holland
Rapids,
1,276;
Burton
Heights, resumed its duties.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merton
DangreAn Ordinance to amend Section Three of Chapter No. 57 of the
last Friday and accompanied her to mond of Grand Rapids were weekGrand Rapids, 1,207; First, ZeeRev. H. Heemstra of Hudsonville
General Ordinances of the City of Holland, being an ordinance To
land, 1,155; Sherman Street, Grand conducted the services at the Sec- the World’s Day of Prayer meeting end guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A.
License the Operation and Regulate the I/>cation of Gaso'ine Filling
Rapids, 1,126; FourteenthStreet, ond Reformed on Sunday. Next at the Maple Avenue Christian Re- Dangremond.
Stations in the City of Holland.
Holland, 1,121; Ninth Street,Hol- Sunday the pulpit will be occupied formed church in that city.
The City of Holland Ordains:
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Eding went
land,
1,059; Graafschap, 1,039; by a student of the Western Theo- !
Klcinhek«l an'1 to Battle Creek during the past
Section Three of Chapter No. 57 of the General Ordinances of the
Franklin Street, Grand Rapids, logical
City of Holland, being an ordinance to License the Operation and
]i,T tK o"eT.Cyer at' week end to deliver a new Ford.
,1 Glided the World s Day of Praver
1,003.
Regulate the Location of Gasoline Filling Stations in the City of HolMiss Jennie Rooker of Grand meetinfi,at tho Ma ,e Avenue While there they visited at the
Rev. Jacob Noordewier,96, of
land is herebv amended to read as follows:
home of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Nolan.
Grand Rapids, who became emeri- Rapids spent Sunday with Mr. Pet- 1 Christian Reformed church, HolSec. 3. No permit shall hereafter be granted for the establishHope Schutmaat, 6 month daugher Rooker and John and Mr. and iand, last Friday afternoon. The
tus in 1912, continues as dean of
ment of any such fi ling station in any location prohibitedunder the
Mis. Nick
I principal speakers were Missionary ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Schutministers.
provisionsof Zoning Ordinance No. 358 nor in any location where by
Mr. John Wyma and Misses Zora Dykstra of Arabia and Rev. Seth maat, won 6th place in the Nation,
reason of traffic conditionsor of fire or explosion hazard a fillingstaClassis Grand Rapids East and Van Oss and Henrietta Smellink Vander Werf.
a! Baby Photo contest, fostoredby
tion would imperil the public safety.
West, two of the three largest of attended the teachers convention
the Woltz studio of Des Moines,
Prof.
and
Mrs.
Julius
Schipper
This amendment shall take effect twenty days after its passage.
the fifteen classis in the Christian on Friday. On account of the conIowa. The young lady received a
and children Shirley Anne and DorReformed Church in America, rep- vention no school was held.
prize of $5.00 in cash and a genuPassed March 4, 1936.
Approved March 5, 1936.
othy Jean from Martin, Michigan
resent 59 congregations, with a
A number of local Sunday School spent the week-end with their ine Opal Miniature. Naturally not
total membership of 29,320, equiv- Teachersattended the division of
Attest Citv Clerk
only the parents but all the folks
alent to nearly 25 per cent of the the Ottawa County Sunday School mother, Mrs. Sena Schipper of of Hamilton are happy and proud.
OSCAR PETERSON
NICODEMUS BOSCH
Overisel.
total strength of the denomination. convention which was held at the
Mayor.
NOW— we’ve hitched the world-famous“Caterpillar” track-t]
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Schreur called In a nation wide contest there are
Rev. John DeHaan, sr., of La- First Reformed church at Zeeland.
on
Mrs. Schreur’s mother, Mrs. J. always a great many contestants Tractor to our business— alongside the equally famous John
mont, is dean of pastors,with 45
and
it
is
no
small
honor
to
be
placed
Miss Cecila Lammers who is em- H. Hoekje, who is at present makwheel-type Tractor.
ployed in Grand Rapids spent Sun- ing her home with her children Mr. among the first. We are not sure,
day with Mrs. Henry Lammers and and Mrs. Gordon Nykerk, last week but we had a feeling that George
We are mighty proud of our appointment as dealers for Cl
HOLLAND BOAT FIRM
wanted us to suggest that the young
family.
Sunday evening.
ELECTS DIRECTORS
Leonard Rues had the misfort- Friday afternoon Mr. and Mrs. lady was “the image of her dad" but ar Tractor Co.— proud that we measured up to the company’s hit
standards— and especiallypleased to represent the proven leaders I
une of getting a sliver into his eye. Jacob Kleinheksel called on Mrs. although we would have liked very
Mr. and Mrs. John Nederveld Henry J. Kleinheksel of Fillmore much, it was utterlyimpossibly for the track-type, as well as the wheel-type tractorindustry.
The Gil-Boat Co., manufacturers
of lightweight boats, has elected and children of Ivan Rest spent who has been ailing for some time. us to do so. Congratulations anyWith this addition, we can now completely serve all farm
as directors: William H. Kilpat- Sunday wth Mr. and Mrs. John
Other callers on Mrs. Henry J. way.
ment needs. John Deere wheel tractors for those who need i
rick, vice president and manager Roleofs.
The
Gerrit Sale family moved
Kleinheksel
were
Mrs.
Arnold
ImExtra
for the
The Womens World day of pray- mink and Mrs. James A. Kleinhek- last week Wednesday from the
of the Chrysler Motor Parts cor"Caterpillar”track-type Tractors (from 3-4 plow to 15*plow powi
poration;Walter L. Dunham, pres- er was observed at the Second Re- sel, who visited at her home last farm north of town to the Ranhuis
for those who need tracks. And John Deere quality implements
JMonth of
ident of Walter L. Dunham, Inc., formed church on Friday afternoon. Wednesday afternoon.
homestead east of the village.
every purpose. Also Hardie dependable Sprayera.
bankers, Detroit; Edward Brouwer Misses Ruth and Eleanor RymLast Friday evening Mrs. J. HusMr. and Mrs. Theodore Dutmer
of Holland, state representative;brandt and Betty Lubbinga and man entertainedMr. and Mrs. Joe of Grand Rapids were entertained
Sweet, Tender
no. 2
Olie J. Olsen, Supt. of staff ac- Mrs. Albert Ter Haar rendered Van Den Brink and Mrs. Mary
at the home of Mrs. Edna Archamtivities of Chryslercorporation; special music accompaniedby Miss Pielakker from Holland.
cans
bault Sunday.
^rly June
Byron J. Oades of P. W. Church- Elizabeth Van Noord and a violin
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Langeland Mrs. Albert Klomparens is slowEver Good
man & Co., investmentbankers, solo by Miss Eleanor Rymbrandt and children of Zeeland spent Sunly recovering from her recent illDetroit;Frederick L. Aldis, super- accompanied by Miss FJlizabeth Van day afternoon in Overisel visiting
16 oz.
ness.
Golden Bantam
intendent of sheet metal depart- Noord. The ladies of the Christian their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
The Annual Day of Prayer will
ment, Chrysler corporation.
Reformed church were also pres- Langeland.
cans
be observed at the First ReformOfficers are: President,Mark L. ent.
Mr. C. J. Voorhorst and son Don“Pick up Crop’
Gilbert; vice president,Charles S.
The Christian Endeavor Society ald motored to Allegan on a com- ed church next week Wednesday.
Huntley; secretary, Fred Steketee; of the Second Reformed church met bined business and pleasure trip Service will be held at 9:30 o’clock
Mild
in the morning. This service contreasurer, John C. Reinke.
Sunday evening. Mr. Peter Cotta last Saturday afternoon.
Wisconsin
lb.
cluded the prayer meetings which
Indications point to capacity pro- lead a discussionon “How should
Distillate and gasoline tractors— in a size and type to fit y<
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Yonker of Cenwere held at the church during the
duction in 1936. Mr. Gilbert states Sunday Serve Man."
Colby
needs exactly— and to do every farm power job under the sun!
tral Park spent Sunday afternoon
that the plant is now ready for inMisses Cynthea and Janet Lam- and evening at the home of Dr. past winter. The attendances have
Oven
been large in spite of the weather
creased production. A slight change mers rendered special music ac- and Mrs. I. R. De Vries.
in
charter
and
policy
is
included
companied
by
Miss
Garrietta
TigeFresh
lb.
Mrs. Willis Hulsman visited and road conditions. The pastor
gave brief expositionsof the book
in the new “set up."
laar.
friends in Zeeland last Tuesday
of Judges.
-o
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall of afternoon.
Galewood
called on Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Reuhle of
Snow,
Cold
Aid
in
Coyote
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Schipper
from
Pure
lb.
William Beek and Mrs. William Zeeland and Mrs. Martin Krone- Monterey visited Mr. and Mrs. EmHunts
Save
Sheep
Ambrosia
can
Sr
meyer of Fillmore visited at the ory Mosier Sunday.
The Golden Chain Union of all home of Justin Schipper last FriFennville,
4
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vos and famBrand
Cold weather and deep snow may
the neighboring Christian Endeavily of Kalamazoo visitedrelatives
prove a boon to Michigan’s thir- or Societies will hold their annual day afternoon.
Mr. Carrow De Vries of Detroit in this vicinityduring the past
teen million dollar sheep industry,
meeting at the First Refonmedj spent Sunday at the home of his week-end.
Wholesome
according to D. H. Lavoi, animal
church at Zeeland on Thursday parents, Dr. and Mrs. I. R. De Vries Conditions in Hamilton have behusbandry extension specialistat evening.
of Overisel. Mr. De Vries is the come almost normal again. There
Michigan State College, East
Mr. and Mrs. John Holliman vis- present secretary of the Chief of is still a great deal of snow. DurLansing.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Tigelaar, Police of the Five Great Lakes ing the first part of the week floodKlbo
“Wild and stray dogs and coyo- Garrietta and Arie recently.
Steel Company of Wyandotte,De- ed roads and washoutsthreatened.
tes, killers of sheep, can be tracked
°r spaghetti
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Kooy troit.
But the cold spell has been bene2 b'b,
easily and hunted in deep snow,"
and children of Zutphen spent SunMr. and Mrs. William Haak of ficial so that the water has gone
he says. “Close cooperation be- day with Mr. Bert W. Ensing, NelThomu Special
ib.
tween state, county, and district son and Ella, Mrs. P. Nederveld, Zeeland visited with their children down. With a few exceptionsroads
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Lampen last are again open. There is very litauthorities,and individual sheep
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ensing and chil- Sunday and attended the Reform- tle frost in the ground and a great
farmers can decrease the damage dren.
ed church with them in the after- deal of water is absorbed by the
this winter.”
Miss Myrtle Beek was supper
soil. The first signs of spring are
Recent surveys disclosed that guest of Miss Ella Ensing on Sun- noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Broekhuis here.
more than 80,000 sheep valued at dav.
and children visitedat the home
The Women's study club met last
it.
about $120,000 were killed in 1934.
The Services of the Second Re- of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lampen week Thursday evening at the home
Damage in 1935 is estimated at formed
church were conducted by Sunday evening.
of Mrs. H. D. Strabbing. It was
more than that figure because of
Black Mission
the Stud. Roseboom. Next Sunday
“The Energy of Faith" was the a special to which the men had been
increasedvalues of sheep.
services will be conducted by topic of the weekly Prayer Meeting invited. The evening was spent
for Cooking
Many sheep breeders in the the
the Rev. Immen of Holland.
of the Reformed church last Sun- in a radio broadcast from station
northern counties of Missaukee,
day evening. A chapter on the sub- W.S.C. featuring several stars of
Ogemaw, Iosco, Alcona, Oscoda,
lots of
ject was read by Mrs. Jas. A. the radio world. Luncheonwas serZEELAND
Cheboygan,and Presque Isle are
Kleinheksel.
ibs.
ved
at
the
close
of
the
program.
Bulk
ring givii
The Women’s Mission Circle of
Mr«. Henry Nyhuis, 81 died WedMr. and Mrs. Harold Barkel and
nesday at her home in South Blen- the Reformed church held their children of Holland visited at the
Choice hand
counties have complained most don. Surviving are four sons, monthlv meeting Thursday after- home of Mr. and Mrs. Emory MosRcked
about dog attacks. Many of the Gerrit and Albert of South Blendon, noon. The speaker was the wife of ier during the week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dangredogs have been abandoned in the and John and William of Hudson- one of our Holland pastors, Mrs.
state by tourists,adding to the ville. 10 grandchildren,and a James Wayer. Special music was mond an<f daughter Betty went to
Lakeview chicks have a high reputation for making probrother, G. J. Vruggink of South in the form of a soprano solo by Grand Rapids Sunday to visit Mr.
problems of the sheep raisers.
fits ali over the state. Five breeds to choose from all
Hanntanaas Wheat
and Mrs. Ray Dangremond.
“The clean-upmust be more Blendon. Funeral serviceswill be Miss Mae Lampen.
highly bred for aize, vigor and lota of big eggs. We have
Miss Juella Freye. a local school
The World’s Day of Prayer for
than one county at a time,” Mr. held Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
the quality and prices to suit you. Our growing business
teacher
was
in
charge
of
the
home
and
at
2
p.m.
at
South
Blenwomen
was
observed
by
the
local
LaVoi advises. “These animals
calls for more hatchery supply flocks in all breeds. If inChristian
Endeavor
Society
on
don Reformedchurch. The Rev. H.
churches last week Friday. A union
roam over large territories.”
terested, come and see us before you buy this spring.
lbiM
Tuesday
evening.
This
was
the
Fikse will officiate and burial will
service was held at the American
Note: Ever see a chick grow in a bottle? Let us show
regular Consecration meeting. The Reformed in the afternoon with a
be in Blendon cemetery.
you how it’s done.
JAMESTOWN
The World Day of Prayer was subject for discussion was “How large attendance. The program
Book jrmarcUdcorder now
The young Women’s Mission Aid celebratedby a large group of wo- Should Sunday Serve Man.”
suggested by the Board was carried
Last Friday evening Mr. and out This was to have been a joint
Society of the Second Reformed men of the different Zeeland
church met Thursday afternoon in churches Friday afternoon in the Mrs. C. J. Voorhorst and family meeting with the 6 churchesin
T«ll|MSSft«.afSUrtra>witkMcli
the church parlors.
100 «Uck> onbrwd 3 w..k> la UFirst Reformed church. Brief talks were entertained at the home of this vicinitybut because of road
vaac*. Sm ot write u today.
A public auction was held on the were presented by Mrs. J. Van Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wolten and conditionswas changed.
farm of Richard Kruis owned by Peursem,Mrs. R. J. Vanden Berg Mr. Bert Kleinheksel.
Gladys Lubbers of Lansing spent
Lakeview Poultry Farm
Manv residents in and around the week-endat home.
Mrs. L De Vries on March 3.
and Mrs. Robert Pool. The speakthe
village
welcomed
the
return
Miss Jennie Rooker is employed er of the day was Miss Johanna
Gertrude Vos of Holland was
Route 6, GraafschapRoad
»t the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Timmer, dean of women at Calvin of colder weather which stopped home Tuesday.
Boll
32 West 8th Street
Holland,Michigan
College, Grand Rapids who show- the snow from thawing, and gave
Snyder of Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kleine of
ed
that
peace
is
available
for
the
them
a
chance
to
remove
the
water
M J. Kole, Owner s * *
Mr. Bert W. Ensing and Miss
Holland spent Sunday with the latlira. John Van- Christian through redemption, from their cellars.
ter’a father, Mr. George Rankens.
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Star Values

That Mean

Food Values

March

HP

A

1A|kU
HP Ahv

3

25c

A

UUnNCreamS(vle

3

25c

CHEESE]

19c

COOKIES

10c

COCOAl

PANCAKE FLOUR

2

-

Dickinson's

Mich.

15c

12c
17c

COFFEE

DATES BSS""

BIG
EGGS!

9c

EltriQ

rillO

ib

RAISINS

4

10c

23c

and

NEWS

LAKEVIEW CHICKS

FLOUR
^bg-TSC
P’NUT BUTTER,
25c

C.

3

them

from

3

Navy Beans

tS?

Phone

5

MACARONI

JELLY

Hdw,

fa 25c

THOMAS STORE:

'

*
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LOCAL NEWS

Van Wieren, Mrs. A. Vanden Brink
Mrs. F. Van Wieren, Harriet Bremer, Albertha Geera and Johanna
Wilbur Kouw, son of Mr. and Witteveen, Mrs. A. Vander Vliet,
Mrs. Isaac Kotfw of 98 West 17th Mrs. M. Van Wieren and the hon•treet seems to be an ambitious ored guest
Mrs. Peter Hamelink, 25 W. 14th
young man from the followingnoCURRENT EVENTS
tice— “Notice:— For First-Class St. celebrated her 82nd birthday
anniversary
Thursday
at
the
home
Janitor Service, which includes
general cleaning such as mopping of her daughter, Mrs. F. B. Woodand second story window washing, ruff, W. 19th St. Mrs. Hamelink
is the mother of two sons and two
etc. Call on Wilbur Kouw."
Fay Fortney, 248 Pine Ave. is daughters. A party was held at ED WYNN AND HIS EIGHT LOVELY GIRLS— The
the Woodruff home in the afterConfined to his home with illness.
noon.
famous comedian of radio, stage and screen It
Gary De Haan and Donald Kraboasting to the radio audience about the "eight
mer, members of one of Major
Bowes road troupes are spending I* <1 fT C S II t for Tulin ,ovely wh0 ar« with h,rn on his new eerlee of
broadcastsas ‘‘Gulliverthe Traveller." "Think of It,"
a brief vacation in Holland.
Wynn says.
"Eight
of them
.
is
.....
.......
Tr‘ve"'r"
'"rhl"k
""
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
than Cantor has!" Wynn's new
Karsten. R. R. 2, a daughter.
program Is heard from 9:30 to
Lewis J. Vanderburgannounced Historical Drama to Ik* Given
10 o’clock (EST) every Thursthat the contract to haul mail from
March 16, 18, 19
day night over the Columbia
the depot to the post office has been
network.
Jet to Herman Otman. 120 K. 8th
fit Otman replaces Peter Prins,
“The Pageant of 1936,” a histor-

WEEKS NEWS
THE NEWS

In The

Completed

Week

who

PHOTOGRAPHED FOR

.

.........

ical presentation depicting the
American Legion Auxiliary Div. Dutch development from the cruel
No. 3 met at the home of Mrs. F.
Ifepolink Tuesday afternoon Mar. days of the Duke of Alva to the

Mias Helen Van Wieren was
honored at a miscellaneousahowgiven by Miss Florence Van
Wieren. Prizes were won by Mrs.
L. Van Wieren, Miss HazeletteBremer, Miss Harriet Van Wieren
and Mias Josie Jalving. Others
present
sent were Mrs. A. Buursma,
F. Van Wieren, Mrs. A.

dredth birthday.

Chamber.
The British people have a long
memory, where their liberties are
involved, and while they fear no
attack upon their institutionsby
Edward VIII, they are taking no
chances.
This characteristic has played a

••eeeeee ###••#

DRUG STORE
Cut Rate Drugs
20 West 8th Sl

Holland

Harold Yonker

Jacob

Haan

Colgate's Soaps

permiLs an outdoor rehearsal.

Costuming is in charge of one
who has access to several sources
of authentic dress, Margaret Van

ON WAR PATH—
of

New

Rep. O'Connor,

York, who sent a telegram

Father Coughlin, radio priest
which
he threatened to "kick
Mr. Nelson Bosman, an experienced
Father Coughlin from the Capitol
electrician from Holland, will suto the White House," if the latter
perintend the lighting and sound
would repeat accusationsdirected
effects.
against the congressman.He afterMusic will furnish background ward retracted his threat of physical violence
for many of the scenes. Kay Donto

SUPREME COURT SAYS

0. K. — The Supreme Court ruled that the
Wilson Dam, at Muscle Shoals was constitutionally constructedand it
validated also the Tennessee Valley Authorityto carry surpluspower
to a market.

but he urges that they

realize that no help can be extended from the city. Mayor Cook
said he had been informed that
no relief would be forthcoming from the Emergency Relief
in the county.

Grand Haven
W.P.A. Workers

rect whatever chorus work there is.

Join Strikers

Other committees are as follows:
general, Helena Visscher, Jennie

Roger Leestma; publicity,John
Piet; property, Herman Van Ark;

5 Bars 27c

stage, Cornelia Tysse; ushering,

Chocolate Peanuts
Special lb.

19c

Bridge Mix
for

lib.

19c

ALL PROJECTS IN COUNTY
TIED UP AS WORKERS
SEEK INCREASED PAY

organization in the southernend
of the county with headquarters at
Holland, are: Ray Johnson, president; Harry Sharkey, vice president; Edward Vander Meiden, secretary;Java VerSchure, treas. and

(Grand Haven Tribune)

WPA

workers in north Ottawa
Harold Ver Steeg; programs, John
county went on a strike this morn-

,

’

willia
William

Zimmerman,

Sergt.-at-

night.

1

••••oooo eeeeee

Muske-

counties.

-

Thank You

o

-

serious consequences,has never occurred before."

YOU

Services in the Armory
Rev. Lanting, Pastor
to thank the
10:00 a.m. "The Church and its
voters of Holland most heart- purpose."
11:30 a m. Sunday School.
ily for their confidence in me,
3:00 p.m. Children meeting.
7:30 p.m. “Three men and what
expressed so wonderlullyat
they bid away.” Hear this message
the polls Monday.
Sunday evening.
Thursday evening— Bible study
in the Armory.

John Steggerda

Day

Continued

DOLLAR

NEW SPECIALS
EXTRA SALESPEOPLE
To Serve You

DON’T MISS

IT!

Friday and Saturday

SAVE AT WADES’— Always
60c Alka Seltzer ....... 49c
$1.00 Adlerika .......66c
$1.00 Aatringsol .......... 77c
$1.25 Absorhine
93c
2 doz. Aspirin ......
09c
85c Allenru .......... 63c
60c Amoline
43c
30c Amoline Cream ... 23c
35c Burma Shave
24c
50c Barbosol ........
37c
65c Bisodol ......................46c
25c Caacarettes .........._...17c
30c Castoria G. M. _______19c
25c Carters Liver Pills ...17c
75c Doans Kid. Pills . ..... 49c
50c DeWitls Kid. Pills .. .43c
60c Eno Salts ....... . .......... 44c
75c Fitchs Shampoo ...... 49c
35c Groves Rromo Quin. 23c
30c Hills Cascara Quinine 19c
We Ipana ....... ..... ...........29c
$1.00 Junis Cream ............
69c
50c Jergeng Lotion ............
37c
85c Kruschen Salts ....... _.47c
SU0 Kraml Hair Tonic .JDc
35c Lvons Tooth Pow ..... 23c
60c Mum -------43c
SLOB Msr-O-Oil Shampoo 67e
$1.00 Marmola Taba. _______77c
$1.00 Miles Nervine ........ 83c

3188

Holland,

Mkh^.

COUNTRY CLUB

Pastry 5 .«i

FLOUR

21c

FLOUR

YELLOW

Corn Meal 5 i
Pancakt
5 23c Vanilla
COUMTBY CLUB

i-<» bottle 10c

FLOUR

WHIZ

5c

1

HER GRACE PURE

MICHIGAN MILLED

-

Pancake

lb.

5

19c

sack

FLOUR

Wheaties 2
LOVER

GERBERS
Baby Foods 3

23<

pkgi

Tomato

25c

3 ™T

*>•«>
LOVER'S SPAGHETTI 3 Giant cans 25c

BARBARA

29c

can*

READY TO SERVE

S -

ANN
9c

COUMTRY CLUB ^
Choose Bread loot 10c

S0UP

Tomato 4

com

1

Made

Rinso

with pimento.., cheeee

39c

2 X1

LIFEBUOY SOAP

Northern

4 bars 25c

roll

5c

Sunbrite 2

TISSUE

can* 9c

CLEANSE1

COUNTRY CLUB FANCY QUALITY

Red Salmon
Tr 23c
WATER ALASKA SOCKEYE
GENUINE COLD

OLD FASHIONED

k

Graham

^

BULK

lb

sack 17c

Rolled Oats 10

FLOUl

ib.

33c

FEEDS

WESCO

100-lb.

Scratch Feed

*1.55

bag

it* PROTEIN

FEED ^ ^

DAIRY
‘

10',*

PROTEIN DAIRY FEED

WESCO

>ag

100-lb.

BRAND
Mash WESCO

Egg

Starting

bag

1001b.

$1.98

Chick

$1.79

bag

FEED

AND CROWING MASH

RLOCK SALT

cl flO

*I.OT

WESCO

^

MEDIUM
Coarse Selt

$115

$1.35

100-lb.

100-lb.

5^

OYSTER

Z? 95c

100-lb.

bag

50-lb. block 35c

15c Ponds Tissues 2
50c 8. T. 37 Tooth

for

Paste

23c

29c

$1.00 Thoxine ...............
69c

50c Unguentine ................
37c
50c Velure Hand

Lotion 39c

1 qt. Witch Hazel ....... 39c
50c Yeast Foam
60c

Zemo

Tabs.. 37c

....................

43c

25c Phillips Tooth Paste 17c
25c Resinol Soap

.........
19c

.....

60c Sal Hepatica .........43c
$1.20 Syp. Pepsin

89c

...........

••••••••••••
Extra Special

JTeet

.....43c

**

for

We

will five

you one 50c

box Hollywood Secrets Face

Powder and a 50c

bottle

periume.

••••••••••••

..39c

New Peas 2
Fall Poda

CITY MISSION
51 and 53 E. 8th

SL

George Trotter,Supt.
Saturday night 7:30— Praise and
Teatimony.
Sunday at 1:30— Sunday School.
At 2:30— Rev. C. Tarvested,pastor
of The Bible Witness Hall, Zeeland
will preach. A group of people from
the same place will sing. At 6:80—
Young People’s meeting, “Worth
While." At 7:80— EvangelisticService, A Real Song Service and Mu•ic furnished by the Mission Orcheatra.George Trotter the speaker.

Tuesday 7:30— Prayer meeting.
Wednesday 7:30-The Fellowship
Club hold their meeting.

u>*

1

Celery

9c

- Tender

SEEDLESS - FuU

Model

RHUBARB
MICHIGAN -

Phone

©8th

Hot

U. S. No. 1

Hmm

QUALITY

15-ib p.ck

cacum*

-

4

CALIFORNIA SURK1ST

FULL OF JUICE

54 t.

EIGHTH

ST.

W.

11^

ST.

7:30— Young People’s
hour. Sunday School lesson.
R^ember from April 0 through
the 11th.

Friday

ib..

4

23c
10c
10c

25c
29o

YEARLING LAMB

LEG O'

OC

for 1
do*.

a-

LAMB

15c

ROAST

LAMB SHOULDER
la^c
LAMB BREAST t* ieoi.bg ib. 8c
LAMB CHOPS to oilooi u, lfc
RIOADCAST

,

SLICED

White

Abdominal Belts

Pm

SAUSAGE

ia>^22c

BACON

Fish

Win,tr

c»us«

Branded Beef

Stocking
etc.

Complete Satisfaction

Round

16c

it

17e

3 Ibi. 25c

Fiih

Thursday 7:30-OrchestraPractwe.

9c

n. 10c

- No wait*
Spring Tonic

APPLES
LEMONS

Truss Fitting
Elastic

c

EXTRA FANCY WINES AP, ROME BEAUTY and DELICIOUS

PORK

in

1

3
CUCUMBERS HOTHoniK

Holland

Specializes

3

of appetising juice

SWEET POTATOES

St.

4707

4

POTATOES

Drug Store
River

*taik

Well bleached - Crisp, tender

Grapefruit

I wish to thank the voters of
the county drains, on road projects
and sqow removal particularlyby Holland for their kind considerathose rwhr the Kent and Muskegon
tion of me at the primaries last
lines, *i, who realize that for the
same, type of labor the men in Monday. I will endeavor to serve
those counties were receivingconsiderably more than Ottawa coun- you on the Board of Police and Fire
ty men, said Mr. Johnson today.
Commissionersto the best of my
Negotiations were being made
today for a buildingon Seventh SL ability with the experience I have
which will be used as headquarters
and it was hoped today by the men had in police work.
that federal representativeswould
FRED KAMFERBEEK
be here soon and that the difficulties would he ironed out so that
the men could return to the WPA
projectswithout much loss of
time.

Coupcn Worth 51c
With thia coupon and

6 ^ 29c

FLORIDA JUICE

or Kent counties than it does in
this county. Muskegon WPA men
went on strike early in the fall
when they learned that men in
Kent county were receivinglarger
wage scales. The scales were later adjusted and the men have been
working since.
Complaints have been made during the winter by men working on

This

49c

Oranges

Mr. Johnson said it costs no
more to live in either Muskegon

..

$1.00 Neet .........
69c
50e Natures Remedy ........ 33c
35c Odor on .... .......
23c
50c PepsodentAntiseptic

MONTGOMERY
WARDt
Phone

Pow.

60c

Follow the Crowds to

VALUES

Day

.

THRU SAT.

$1.09

sack

FLOUR

S

White *Hlb 99c

Lily

St., 52 years.

been formed through which negotiations could be made.

Jr.

Dollar

14l/j-lb.

St

8

sack $1.89

—

IMMANUEL CHURCH INVITES

I Wish

R4ft-lb. sack

COLD MEDAL

precedent in hatchery records,”
said Fred A. Westerman, chief of
fisheries operationsat Lansing.
"We have always maintained a
guard against predators at hatcheries and rearing stations and
usually get by with relatively
minor losses, but a massed attack
of merganserducks and gulls like
the one at Wolf Lake with such

sack 11.41

lb.

LABORATORY TESTED FLOUR - 49 lb

OR PILLSBURY

75C

84V4-lb. sack

MICHIGAN MILLED FLOUl - 49

I

-

69c

COUNTRY CLUB

The pond visited by the birds
contained severalhundred grayling
scales between the several coun- of from 10 to 14 inches in length,
every one of which was killed by
ties.
the birds. In addition 35 albino
Want Rosin Returned
brook trout and a sizeablenumber
The local group subscribes to of normal brook trout were killed.
the bill of grievances that have| "The grayling are irreplacable,”
been presented to the WPA offi- I Westerman said. “The effect of the
loss is that our grayling planting
cials by the southern group. They
program from Wolf Lake is dealso demanded the reinstatementof
Edward Rosin, a foreman on one of layed for at least two years.”
| The grayling at Wolf l,ake were
the jobs in this section.
held as a possible brood stock from
The strike at Holland was called which the first experimentswere
Tuesday, Feb. 24. The demands are
to Ik* made this year to obtain eggs
an increasein the wage scales and for artificialincubation.
the reinstatement of Carl Shaw
The Departmentof Conservation
and Peter Vande Lune, time keep- still has a quantity of fingerling
ers. The workers asked that an Montana grayling at the Wolf
investigationbe made by Harry Lake hatchery and will keep this
L. Pierson,state WPA administra- supply for later use in propagation
tor, but since that time the matter efforts.
has been taken to Washington before the federalofficials.
DEATHS
The north Ottawa men did not
Annie Crawle, 325 Washington
join in the Holland strike at first Ave., 68 yeah.
although several times men from
William G. Winter, 94 W. 11th

j Arms,
refreshments,Ruth ing, following an organization
,,
Muilenberg; research, Vera Dam- meeting held at the court house! The officers represent the vanous projecLs in this city and in
stra; make-up, Elizabeth Goehner. last
The men are demanding an in- ™rkh Ottaw-a county, and they
Actual rehearsal will not begin
crease in pay from $48 per month were chosen by 200 men who Fathuntil after the spring recess when
for unskilled labor, to $60, in keep- ered at the C(!urt bouse last n^,lt
Mr. Stanley Albers, a graduate of ing, they say, with wages paid for! ^b(> s^r'k<* in this section of the
now virtually ties up all
Hope now teaching in Grand Rap- the same type of labor in
gon and Kent
WPA work in the county.
ids, will direct.
The officers of the organization. Mr. Johnson said this morning
which is affi.iated with the labor that there would be no violenceof Holland have been here to inPLEASANT, IF FEASIBLE
fluence the north Ottawa men
any kind and that they would await
to join in the protest.Charles
BUT NOT QUITE IDEAL;
the coming of a representativeVan Duren, an attorney from HolNo City Relief can be Extended
In Mexico Gen. Cardenas orders
from Washington,D. C., as the land who is assisting the south
Says Mayor Cook
a law compelling employers to pay
matter has been taken out of the
No relief can be extended to
Ottawa organizations, was here last
seven days’ WAGES for six days’
j state WPA official’shands, and
the WPA strikers from this citv
night and assistedwith the organWORK.
Mayor Richard L. Cook stated now rests with Washington.
ization of the north Ottawa group.
The plan could work, charging
this morinng, as the city has
Mr. Johnson said the officers
more for what workers produce.
Holland Men Here
only sufficientfunds to care for
have had telegramsfrom Cong.
Paying SIX days’ wages for
those who are not able to work
Carl E. Mapes, Sen. Vanderl>erg
Tuesday
morning several men
FIVE days' work MIGHT work; or
and are thereforea part of the | and Harry L. Hopkins, federal from Holland were here addresseven TWO days’ wages for ONE
city's responsibilities.
head of WPA, telling them that ing local groups and a few men
day's work MIGHT be possible.
Mr. Cook said that he was I lan immediate investigation will walked out but later went back to
Hut the lovely plan would have
not conversant with the debe made. They were not aware of work.
to ston there. ONE DAY’S wages
mands of the WPA strikers. I the discrepancies of the wage Mr. Johnson said today that men
for NO days' work would not pay,
in this locality had refrainedfrom
althoughit WOULD be ideal
striking until an organization had
— Chicago American.

Van Wyk;

FLOUR

Ducks and Gulls

and killed every fish before attendants could drive them away.
This means that there will be no
planting of grayling in Michigan
waters this year for the stock cannot be replaced for at least two
years to come.
"The incidentis almost without

will be held as soon as the weather

De Vries, Ruth Burkett,Lester Van

......

Thursday.

KING'S FLAKE

ing in the neighborhoodof the
Wolf Lake Fish Hatchery, west of
Kalamazoo, that decided their
members would not starve to death
during the severe weather of the
past few weeks. Without warning
the birds swooped down on the
rearing ponds at the hatchery
where the State's only stock of
Montana grayling were confined

The action of the pageant is to
be pantomimic. Readers have not
been chosen as yet. Final tryouts

Tatenhove, Milton Spaan; ground

M. Vander Bie reported seeing
bfuueblrds at his home at
Chippewa, near Ottawa Beach

a flock of

an environment of toppling thrones
and rising despotisms.

There is a large flock of merganser ducks and herring gulls winter-

as a community Michigan's hun-

ahue and Bill Welmers are the
committee of music. Bill is writing two original songs and will
play the electric organ made available for this occasion.Kay will di-

him from the work, but he still devotes his spare time to his hobby,
in anticipationof the day when he
can devote his entire time to building— the most perfectly balanced
piano of its size in the world.

BRAND

SINCERITY

/?,/ Albert Stoll, Jr.
(Detroit News)

across the state to help celebrate

fects will reveal brilliant colors.

In recent months the demand for
expert cabinetmakershss called

KROGER STORES

Eat Valuable Fish

beam

It is expected that lighting ef-

Yonker’s

large part in preservingtheir
democratic form of governmentin

The writers have made this thought

Raalte.

chestra.

still stands.
as a result the

King reads
his addresses from the throne in
the House of Lords, with the Commons in attendance in the Upper

ant of 1936" also contains this idea.

its

great love, the building of a small
grand piano of his own design, a
complete grand, lacking onlv six
keys of the full keyboard and being
but one key from a full seven-octave keyboard.
He doea not plav the piano, but
ia an accomplished violinist,playing with th« Holland Symphony or-

And

Miss Christine Spykhoven was face will be reacted by over 400
honored at a kitchen shower Wed- students who will take part in this
nesday evening given by Mrs. G. pageant which the committees
J. Overway and Mrs. Peter Meeuwheaded by George Douma have been,
aen at the home of the former.
Those present were out-of-town working on more than three
guests includedMr. and Mrs. Dav- months.
id Overway.Herman Overway and
Cathie Haig, Henry Kleinheksel
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Zevalkink of
and
Florence Vis as the writing
Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Wolcott of Allendale, Mr. committee have pictured a faith
and Mrs. Peter Meeuwsen. Miss found in the Dutch coloniststhat
Edna Mae Rosendahl, Arnold Over- would not let them be discouraged.
way, Mr. and Mrs. George Overway. Mrs. J. Spykhoven,Mrs. G. “Hope thou in God” was the in-

a light that will throw

handiwork and since 1929 he has
had time to devote himself to his

Although hifl realm extends over
(Grand Rapkla Herald)
approximately a fifth of the earth,
there is one spot in it which EdOne of Holland’s most unique
ward VIII may not enter.
manufacturing enterprisesis Felix
And that, strange as it may Moser’s one-man piano factory at
seem, is the House of Commons at
his home, 525 College ave. Here he
Westminster.
builds the smallest complete grand
As Prince of Wales he was free piano in the world.
to visit the House; as King its door
A native of the Swiss Alps, near
is closed to him, aa it has been to
everyone of his royal predecessors Berne, ha followedhis father’s trade
as cabinetmaker. Leaving Switzersince Charles I.
land at the age of 14, he came to
Charles forced his way into the
Commons, with a body of soldiers, the United States and for 20 years
to seize five members and "pull was employed by the W. W. Kimthem out by their ears." They had ball Piano company,Chicago.
In 1919 he came to Holland to dibeen warned in advance, and were
rect constructionof concert grands
not present, but the Commons then
the Bush 4k Lane company plant
and there made up its mind that, at
here.
if its freedom of action were to be
He had acquired, in his years,
preserved,
barrier must be
the artisan's appreciation,of his
erected against future intrusions of
that sort.
Charles has been dead nearly 300
years, but the rule that the King
may not enter the House of Com-

mons

3. Final plans for card partiesto present,is complete and ready for
be held at the home of Miss Helene production.This third decennial
Pillgrim,197 W. 12th St. Mar. 5th pageant undertaken by the senior
and 6th were made. The hostesses
classes of Hope college will be prewere Mrs. T. Bos and Mrs. J. Ricmerama. There were 21 members sented the first three days of Tulpresent. The next meeting will be ip Week, May 16. 18, 19 at Riverfield at the home of Mrs. A. E. view park.
Van lyeirte, 239 W. 17th St on the
The trials, hardships and sufferafternoon of April 14th. Chairman
of this group is Mrs. F. F Van Ry. ings which the early Dutch had to

spiraion of the settlers. “The Page-

Enter

ARTISAN BUILDS SMALLEST
COMPLETE GRAND PIANO
IN ONE-MAN FACTORY

a

recently resigned the job.

J. Overwav, Garry Overwav, Mr.
and Mrs. John Overway, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Overway, Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Overwav, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Whitefleet,Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Overway and son Roger Allyn and
the honored guest.

Where Edward Can’t

or Sirloin Stoek

Choice Boof Chuck

Ro«t
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HOLLAND MAN
TRIP TO

DIES AFTER
GRAND HAVEN

ed the Holland hospital.

He had been employed until a
week ago at the Narareth home at
Kalamazoo. Prior to that time he
was employed with George Getz at
Lakewood farm for 11 years. For
the past week he lived with the

Thormans.

MRS STEKETEE WILL
ATTEND GOP MEETING

5.

Number 10
Arrests For

Yes

To Appear At

(Allegan Gazette)

Conservation Officer Plotts
showed in Maentz market Monday
morning a basket containingfourteen dead pheasants
and one o|iposPl
sum all of which had pel
d in
the recent storms and sub-zero
temperatures. He found these in a
trip through woods west of the
citv. With that many in a part
only of that area there must be
hundreds more elsewherein the
county. Eight of the birds were
cocks. Mr. Plotts said they stood
with their mouths open toward the

Sir,

Business Is

Good

by

GATHERED
BY WARDENS; ONLY
IN ALL 1S9 ARB

CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN TO PRESENT PROGRAM

FISH WITH TOO

HERE

and

tion.

Only 139 arrest* were made
ConservationOfficers during
month mentioned and of that
ber 103 were reported from
lower peninsula. The majority
arrestsin the lower peninsula
made in the countiesof th*
em half where snow
have been less severe than in
counties farther north.
While proving a handicap
Conservation Officersin their
trol work, the soft, unpacked
of the north discouraged
on the part of violators at

-fastened FLASH
as

it’s

same time. Snowshoeing p
laborious and many of the

Change

good

Fashionedof luscious pink satin

Sale

of Location

In order to reduce stock we are offeringall ol our

lastex, Flash is as pretty as a piece

NEW

$5.97

Spring Silk Dresses

of lingerie.But frivolous? Indeed

not!

It’s as serious

2 for $9.00

as any true

reformer,with a firmly boned talonfastened front to hold you

flat,

One

lot of Children’s

Wash

$298

CHAS. WAKEFIELD

CADMAN

American sopranos; Miss

99c

at

ure that's not just pretty good, but

All Remaining $5-98 Ski-Jacketsat

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

^JiOO

cluding

Women’s and

Dresses and

Knooihuizen Shoppe

Tams.

on

all other

$2*99

merchandise in-

Children’s Skirts, Blouses, Wool

Also Boy’s Suits up to 6 years.

Budget Dress Shop

Holland

11 E. 8th st.

Dresses that sold up to

7

West

Holland, Mich.

8th Street

More Days

5

Constance Eberhart, distinguishedoperatic contralto; Earle Tanner,
tenor, a singer of individuality and
distinction;and Raymond Koch,
baritone,who scored such a success jn his work here in the “Messiah” production in December, compose the quartet who will sing the
songs of Mr. Cadman in solo, duet
and quartet form.
Mr. Cadman returned last fall
from a successful concert tour
through Europe. He has composed
some of the “best sellers” among
which is “Sky Blue Water.” His
orchestral work has been played by
all the large orchestras in the
country.

Local Orators

Prepared For

OUR

OF

Contest At

INTRODUCTORY SALE

Alma

This morning you heard Hope’s,
orator speakingthe com-

woman

of

New 1936

positionshe has prepared, written

Design

and learned to represent her Alma
Mater in the Michigan Intercollegiate Speech league contest to be
held this Friday, March 6, at Alma.
The competition at Alma consists of six colleges Alma. Calvin,

Bed Room Suites
IN

ORDER TO INTRODUCE OUR NEW LINE OF 1936 DESIGN BED ROOM
FURNITURE WE ARE OFFERING SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS IN

Central State Teachers',Hope, Kalamazoo. and Michigan State. Angelyn Van I>ente and John M. Vander

COMPLETE OUTFITS

Meulen will present their

ONLY

FIVE

FIVE

MORE

MORE

DAYS

DAYS
NOTE THE MODERN
STYLE OF THIS

BEAUTIFUL
BEDROOM SUITE

9pc. OUTFIT

9pc. ODTFIT
Consisting of

Consisting of

BENCH— in

modern

Modern Design Suite of BED, LARGE CHEST,
VANITY, with Round Mirror, BENCH with
low rail back, INNERSPRING MATTRESS,
COIL SPRING, TWO PILLOWS and Bed
SPREAD — Completeoutfit only

MATTRESS, COIL SPRING, TWO
PILLOWS and BEDSPREAD— Complete outfit

design.

at only

—

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF BED ROOM SUITES

IS

INCLUDED

IN THIS 9 PC. OUTFIF SALE

Young Brides-Select that Bed

Sure!

We

Room

Outfit

will store it

NOW-

FREE

SALE CLOSES

until

you want

it.

WEDNESDAY

Decide Right Now To Select the Suit

JAMES
212-216 RIVER
itoi

AVENUE

A.

You Want

BROUWER

orations.

Three women and three men will be

ONLY

BED, CHEST, VANITY,

(CttTilfhtW.

N. U.)

and

a down-pull back to give you a fig-

pretty near perfect

MANY

Violations of Michigan'*
fish laws this winter are
the lowest ebb in years.
Conservationlaw enfo
men at Lansing believe that
extremelycold weather,
with the soft, deep snow
north, have greatly limited
ties of violators and they
the January compilation o
and convictionaas a good

Charles Wakefield Cadman, pianist and composer, will present a
program of his own composition
this Friday evening in Hope Memorial Chapel. With Mr. Cadman
will be a vocal quartet, composed
of artists distinguished in their
own right. Miss Helen Bickerton,
wind and their throatsfull of snow. rapidly coming to the fore among
No grouse have been found and
probably none will be because
these birds under such circumstances burrow into the snow and
live on buds of trees and shrubs.

BIEN JOLIE

is as pretty

Game Violation
Low This Win

Hope College

Harrison E. Spangler,director of
the eastern division of the Republican national committee, announced
Tuesday leadingmen and women of
Ninty-five local persons wrote
the party in 15 states would gather
here Friday and Saturday for a civil service examinations at Holseries of conferences on the ap- land high school Saturday for two
proaching national campaign.
substitute clerk-carrier positions
National committeewomen who open at the local post office. Richhave made reservations included ard Van Kolken and Richard Klein
Mrs. Jacob Steketeeof Grand Rap- 1 of the civil service board here conids.
1 ducted the examination.
this talon

mu

Section Two

IQVi

Famed Pianist

MANY DEAD PHEASANTS

Thomas F. Kelly, of Grand Haven formerly of Lakewood farm, age
B9, died Tuesday evening after he
had driven with Richard and William Thorman of Route 2, Holland,
to call for their father, Howara
Thorman at Grand Haven. Returning to Holland Mr. Kelly suffered
a heart attack and was pronounced
dead when the Thorman car reach-

March

IHHIHIH—

CO.

THE OLD RELIABLE FURNITURE STORE HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

BEHIND THE SCENES OF
"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH”

Makes Attempt to
Note Many Body

Attack Attorney Leo

roads leading to game areas
been blocked for weeks.
Approximatelyhalf the a^r
ade during January involved
fractions of the game laws.
Fines totalling $1,354.50
assessed violators in justice
The amount of costs levied
to $731.18. A total of 888 day*
jail terms was imposed; '
suspendedin 82 cases,
granted in six and
missed in three. Six' cases
lost during prosecution and t
were taken to circuit court.
Confiscatedproperty
the following:
g: Twentj
Twenty-one
five shotguns,
i, 41 steel traps,
whole deer and about 100*
of venison,an automobile,
bits, three spears,a spud, two
poles, a mechanical ferret,
ed deer head, two beaver

To make a good play it is essentLillie in Court
Defects in Grand
ial to have a clever cast and a faithHaven Children
ful coach, but these are only a beComplaining “there was no Jusginning.The score of people who
in the court," Claude Van
work behind the scenes usually Grand Haven high school stu- tice
Doorne, Tallmadge township, was
receivelittlecredit for their effici- dents made a poor record in health
forciblyremoved from the Ottawa
ent work. Miss Lindsley,coach of examinations concluded Thursday,
County court room the other day
“Nothing But The Truth” says that Miss Florence Dykhuis, school
by the court officer, William Boe- mink pelt, muskrat pelt.
never has she found people unwill- nurse reported today on compiling
ve, of Holland, when he attempted
Arrests were made for the
ing to help back stage. She states statistics gathered by physicians.
to assail Attorney Leo C. Lillie, lowing violationsduring
that this year, perhaps more than Of 181 students,only 34 were relaintiffin a suit against Van month:
usual, excellent cooperationhas ported in perfect conditionphysicloome to secure payment of a
Illegal possessionof venison,
been extended her.
ally. Junior class students had the $289 attorney fee.
carrying rifle or shotgun in gi
Dorothy Visscher, clever art stud- least number of defectsand the 46
Van Doorne presented his own area during closed season wi
ent in the senior class, has painted seniors examined made the poorest
case before Judge Fred T. Miles permit. 10; taking,
two beautiful pieces of backing. showing.
who, followingthe case, ruled that
Backing is that which stands behind
There were 62 students with de- the charges of $289 made by Mr. molesting rabbits during
open doors and windows to give fective sight and 53 with defective Lillie for attorney and court fees season, nine; hunting
a most realistic effect. One is a feet, most of them girls, the defect in a quiet title case which Mr. license, seven; killing deer in
New York sky line and the other caused by improper footwear, in Lillie had won for the defendant, season, six; possessingi
a leafy outdoor scene.
the opinion of doctors.Of the were lust and the judge ordered attempting to kill pheasants,
rrying loaded firearm in
Miss Lorraine Vrieling,another others with defects, 39 were under- the bill to be paid.
v.le. three; selling and ;
art student, has designed a very nourished, 20 had habitually poor
The defendant in a white rage
e'ever linoleum block poster pat- posture, skin afflictions were re- attempted an attack on Mr. LHHe venison,hunting with
tern which you will soon see in the ported in 32; orthopedicdefects10; and waving his arms and storming light, transporting rabbits
state in closed season, two
downtown store windows.
tonsils diseased, nine; abdominal in the court room, was prevented
New appointments In connection trouble,eight; hernias, six; nose from going too far by the Inter- carryingfirearms while .
dogs, possession of ruffed
with the play have just been made trouble and genital trouble, four vention of the officer.
in closed season and
Althea Raffenaud, presidentof the each; thyroid trouble and heart
The defendantclaimed he had
senior class, has been named bus- trouble three each; nervous and bargained with the local attorney fox squirrelIn closed season,
each.
iness manager. Miss Florence 0- hearing defects, two each, and to quiet a title to some property
Arrests for fishing’vio‘
lert will act as property manager, speech defects, one.
for $100. This had been done after consistedof the following:
Miss Dorothy Boeve will assist with
Miss Dykhuis reports 1,053 stu- the suit was contested and there
Fishing without a license,
makeup, and publicity managers dents have been examined to date, were costs, over and above the first
exceeding fish catch limit,
are Bob Taft, Ned Shaw, and Gert- distributed as follows:Central charge, which totaled$289. Judge
possession of fish during
rude Visscher.
school 601, Ferry 271 and high Miles ruled that the bill was
The two settings decorated by school 181. Starting Monday and legitimate and that Van Doorne season, seven; exceeding
number of ice-lines,four;
Mr. Hanson and two seniors are concludingThursday, about 120 had no reason for complaint.
fish, illegally,three;
a real pleasure to the eye. The students in each of the city’s two
date to fishinglicense and
settings were designed by Roder- parochial schools, the Christian GIVES BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR
ing commercialflahing law,
ick Van Leeuwen, a member of last school and St. Patrick's,will be
HER MOTHER
each.
year's play cast “The Goose Hangs examined.
Arrests for violations of
High."
Upon conclusionof physical extrapping and fur laws follow
Mrs.
John
Van
Peursem
of
Zee
Dates for the play have been aminations, there will be a week
Setting traps without
set. Curtain will first rise at 8:00 for compiling final reports and land entertained with a birthday
on March 23, and again at 8:00 on then dental examinations following party for her mother, Mrs. Mor- tion tags, six; trapping in cl
March 24. 25, and 26. Holland aud- much the same schedule as the rison. That day marked Mrs. Mor- season, four; failure to report
physical examinations,will be rison’s seventy-fifthbirthday an- at close of season and deaU1
iences have a real treat coming.
furs without a license, three
given by local dentists cooperating niversary.
Those present were Mrs. Jobs. possessionof beaver pelts in d
NEW DIRECTORY
with school health authorities,the
season, one.
board of education and the PTA Pyle, Mrs. Nellie Pyle, Mrs. Henry
TO BE LARGER
Nine were arrested on t;
organizations.E. H. Babcock, Derks, Mrs. Peter Staai, Mrs. H.
charges and two for making
superintendentof schools, expected Staal, Mrs. C. Plasman and Miss
The R. L. Polk and Co. of Detroit all examinationsto be concluded Hattie Rookus. A most enjoyable statements to procure small
the country'slargest directorypub- by April 16. Reports and recom- afternoon was spent and delicious or deer licenses.
A belief popular among
lishers announced that the new mendations for betteringthe phy- refreshments were served.
men is that a hooked
Holland directoryjust off the press sical condition of students examfish is a dead fish. This does
will be larger than former editions. ined, will then be placed in the
Seminary Records
always hold true. Expel
However, the publishershave add- hands of parents.
ed a new feature ,by taking in the
Enrollment of 38 conducted at the Henriettahi
have shown that only 2.75 to 8.
Ottawa County taxpayers this year, 4<4<<444W44<4<H<<<<H4<<<<<<<<<<
per cent of hooked fish may
making the new edition still larger
by comparisonwith past editions. Bad Deer Killer
Western Theologicalseminary in from effects of being hooked.

The new directory, containing562
its annual catalog records an enGets Heavy Sentence rollment of 38 students,of whom MRS. DIRK DYKSTRA OF
pages, lists 9,120 names for Holland, 1,896 for Zeeland and 10,ARABIA SPEAKS BEFO
34 are in regular classes and four
One of the heaviestpenaltiesre- specials, three of whom are women.
288 for the county taxpayers.There
LOCAL MISSION GRO
is also a section for the Dunning- ported in severalyears for a viola- The senior class numbers seven.
ville,East Saugatuck and Hamilton tion of the Conservation laws in
The students represent11 states
(Zeeland Record)
rural routes, listing additional Michigan was meted out to Vincent and four colleges. Fifteen are
ANGELYN VAN LENTE
The Second Reformed Church
names. Seventeen was maintained Peterson,22, of Kenton, Mich.
graduates of Hope and sixteen of
Convictedby his own plea of Central college in Pella, Iowa.
chosen to meet those three not eli- as the minimum listingage, the
Grand Haven was the scene of
The annual commencement will interesting Mission meeting
minated in a similarcontest among publisherssaid,. Holland’sfirst cit- guilty on six deer-violation counts,
izen this year alphabetically speak- Peterson received fines totalling occur May 13. Final examinations Thursday afternoon,when
Adrian, Albion,Battle Creek, Hillsing is Alfred A. Aalberts and Wil- $525 plus costs with alternative jail and meetings of the board of su- Women’s Mission Society <
dale, University of Detroit, Wayne,
liam G. Zylman’sname is at the terms aggregating330 days. He perintendentswill be held May 12 tained the MubesheraatSod
and Ypsilanti at the final contest “foot" of the class.
took the jail.
Mrs. R. J. Vanden Berg,
and 13. Rev. R. D. Meengs of DePeterson was accused of having troit is president of the board dent, was in charge. Mrs.
held at Kalamazoo March 13.
Borst of the Bubesheraat
Direct Plea
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Neerken and a load of four deer, a buck, a doe, which has 30 members.
and two fawns, when Conservation
Prospective graduates are: Emo conducted devotions, using
“(To the Victors-) Miss Van their son and daughter-in-law,Mr.
Officer met him on the road. The Ausema of Chicago, Albertus G. theme, “Prayer.”
Lente’sorationis different from the and Mrs. Theodore Neerken of officer reported that Peterson was Bossenbrook of Waupun, Wis.; JaMusic was rendered by Mrs.
Holland, were guests of the former
usual type of speech in that she
not alone at the time, but that his cob Groetsema of Lansing, 111.; Bosch and Miss Gertrude
couple’s son-in-law and daughter,
directs her plea toward the citizen- Judge and Mrs. I. J. Tucker Sun- companionor companionsescaped. Henry W. Kolenbranderof Pella, who sang “Jesus Knows It
They confiscateathe deer and Iowa; Nicholas Rozeboom of Steen, Mrs. J. Van Volkenbufgh
ry of Michigan particularly.It is day.— -Allegan Gazette.
the automobile, which was regis- Minn.; Frank Snuttjer of Doon, panied at the piano.
o
an advantagein a way, because it
Bom, to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert tered in the name of Frank Peter- Iowa, and Harri Zegerius of Little Mrs. Dirk Dykstra, who has
is so appropriate at this time.
returned to this country for a
H. Newhouse, 204 W. 13th st., on son. On arraignment Vincent Pet- Falls, N.J.
On the other hand John Vander February 20, a daughter, Selma erson pleaded guilty to the follow- Prizes offered through the gener- lough and has spent twentying charges: Killingdoe deer, kill- osity of Rev. George Nathan years as missionaryof the
Meulen’s oration is broader in Jane.
ing buck deer, killing female fawn, Makely cover best sermon content formed Church in Meso
scope, and he may endanger himkilling male fawn, transporting and delivery for seniors, Hebrew was guest speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Marsilje
1
self by being too general. Hie title
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Marsilje deer and carrying loaded firearm for juniors, Greek for middlers, Mrs. Dykstra presented an
in closed game area. Fines of $100 and systematic theology for sen- teresting picture of A
is “Pillars on Self Desire.”
who spent a month’s vacation tourand costs of $7.25 were assessed iors.
country which has shown li
Attacks Power Abuse
ing the southern states,returned
on each of the counts with alterRev. S. C. Nettinga has served sponse to religiouswork in
Abuse of power is what he feel* to Holland Monday night. They natives of 60 days in jail, except
as president of the seminary since
should be corrected. He deals with attended the Mardi Gras in New on the count charging illegal pos- the resignation of Rev. John E.
The Mohammedansare self
Orleans, and spent some time in
wealth, labor and politics and has Brownsvilleand Corpus Christi, session of firearm. A fine of $25 Kuizen^a who went to Princeton isfled and feel that their
and costs of $7.25 or 30 days in universityin 1930.
and the Koran, their Bible, is
as his remedy a three-foldp’ea for Texas.
jail was the sentence in this case.
superior to our religion and
education, for reorganization of
Bible.
LOCAL SUGAR MILL
Mrs.
Frances
De
Neff.
86, of W.
business and government and for
ALLEGAN CONSERVATION
Thsy believe that
26th st., died Friday night at HolMAKES
MORE
PAYMENTS
OFFICER
THINKS
ALLEGAN
blaspheme
when they tell
individualChristian influence. He
land hospital. Survivingare the
DEER ALL RIGHT
Jesus Christ the Son of God.
will speak during the chapel servic- husband, Peter De Neff, the followThe Lake Shore Sugar Company The ignorance and extreme
ing sons and daughters, Mrs. Hares tomorrow.
Officer Plotts says he does not made a second payment as of erty of the Arabs is pa
old
Mokma,
Stanley,
Ivan,
Harris,
think the county’s deer herd has March 1st at the rate of 76 cents the fight against throat
Whatever success the orator*
Lois, Marilyn, Elaine and Jay; two suffered dangerously from the long
per ton of beeta to growers of 1935. eases is extremely difficult
achieve will be attributablein a
grandchildren; two sisters. Mrs. extreme cold; thit there is plenty
This makes a total payment of $5.The people highly respect
large part to Miss Metta Ross and Kate De Neff end Mrs. Bernice
of food for “they eat everything” 50 per ton to date under the part- tors for their skill In
Dr. Shacksonwho have given un- Obenhof of Muskegon; and two — that is, all sorts of twigs and
nership contractbeing used bj in the treatment of
stintinglyof their time the past brothers,Edward Scanlon of Phil- small branches of trees and shrubs. beet growers and the Sugar Com
Mrs. Dvkstra told of
lip, Wis., and Carl Scanlon of Mus- They particularly
like cedar leaves pany. At the same time a year ago ships and persecutions
month to perfect the delivery of
kegon. Funeral services were held
Miss Van Lente and Mr. Vander Tuesday at 1:80 p.m. at the home and these can be found about the a total payment of $6.00 per ton dure when they bedpi
two or three bayous of the river.
had been made. Final payment will They are often *
Meulen, respectively.
orivate. and at 2 p.m. in the Wes----o
be made after all the producta have from their homes
Details of the oratorical prisa leyn Methodist church with the
February 29, a day that arrives been sold.
suffer untold
contests this spring may be ob- Rev. C. W. Meredith officiating. but once in four years. Among
Fieldmen of the Sugar Company
In spite of
tained from Pi Kappa Delta presi- Burial was in Pilgrim Home cemethose who are able to celebrate a are callingon farmers as fast'as many
dent, John Van Wyk, and manager tery.
real birthday is Howard Dornbos, weather and road conditionsperof oratory, Kathleen Donahue.
o
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Dorn- mit. Many fanners are callingat
o
Gerrit Schutten has filed appli- bos, of Spring Lake, who is 24
the Sugar Company office in HolAuthoritiesreported that no leap cation to build a 24 x 26 frame years old, but who has observed
year babies were born in Holland house at 584 Washington ave. at but six real birthdays during that land and at the homes of the fieldmento.igntfc.ircontrM.foyr
hospitalSaturday.
the cost of $2,000.
time.
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church Sunday afternoon. At a

at a surprise birthday party, Tues- DUCKS SNOWBALL BOY
classes were resumed again for the turned from Bronson hospital, Kal
day evening, at her home on 25th
ON BIKE HIT BY AUTO younger children after a long va amaxoo, somewhat improved in ter, Margaret, all at home. Funeral mail with the aleiffh as the roads
•erviceswere held from the Burch are not passable for automobiles.
and State st. Those present were
cation.
health. She expecta to return to nmeral home, Tueaday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mulder, Hiram
Mrs. Jane Mart is staying at
Miss
Jackson
came
back
to
school
Attempting to duck anowballs on
the hospital at a later date for Buria! waa made in Fennvillecem- the home of her children, Mr. and
Brink, Miss Clara Gebben of Zeehis way home from HoUand High Friday after her recent illness.
another operation.
etery with Rev. Niles offidating. Mrs. John Mast, at HoUand.
land, Ranee Overbeek, MisS OverThe rural folks near here and in
•chool Monday noon proved painful
Mrs. Nellie Walter, aaaistedby
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zimmer Mr. and Mi's. Junior Lanning of
way, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Risaelada,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Diepenhorstj to Gordon Zuverink, 16, «on of Mr. North Holland are having trouble Mrs. John VandeVenter, enter- moved into the new house of Ed Grand Rapids caUed on their
with the sudden thaws last week. tained the Methodist Episcopal Hawley Just completed.Mr. Schamand
Mre.
George
Zuverink,
266
Linand Mr. and Mrs.
Heminr Kroll.
_____
mother, Mrs. Fanny Lanning, on
Many cellars were flooded.One Ladies’ Aid societyrecently.
me Ladies
i-.au cn ruu
unue, coin ave., u he rode hia bicycle into
merhom, of the Standard Oil ita- Sunday.
The
Aid owieiy,
society,under
farmer’s chicken coop had so much
Announcement is made of the tion. expecta Boon to move his
the leadershipof Mrs. A. J. Van the “Meofa backing automobile
and fractured hia leg.
water in he had to remove all his marriage in South Bend February
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunderman
den Elst, held a supper Thursday
Maurice Kuite, 94 E. 14th St, chickens out and dry them by a 8 of Miss Ruth Dick of South Haof Grand Rapids called on their
evening in the Maple Avenue pardriver of the car, was backing from fire. He lost 30 hens.
brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
ven and Bernard Fosdick of Fenn- ed by Mr. Zimmer
ish house. Rev. Zwier gave a talk
hu drivewayand did not see the
Dick De Vries, recently.
ville.
on the topic, "Why Four Gospels.”
ZEELAND
Miss AUce Boeskool of HoUamJ
Mr. and Mrs. R. Israels celebrat- youth approach. Kuite took the
Mrs. Thomas Campbell of ChiNEW GRONINGEN
youth to Holland hospital.
and her girl friend spent the weeked their 40th wedding anniversary
cago, sister of Mrs. Edward Bailey
end at the home of Mr. and Mre.
Thursday.A party was held in the
Mrs. Albert Ktmpen was guest and Mrs. Mamie Bassage, is reP. Wierda, 156 W. 18th at, is of honor at a leap-yearparty Sat- covering from a long illness.
evening. Those present were Mr.
kx?*1 Vt\^. t** ,0C*I echool Harm Boeakool.
and Mrs. Gerrit Israels and chil- recovering from a back injury re- urday evening.She celebratedher
The marriage of Miss Marcia childrenenjoyed a day of vacation Albert Schreur Is employed by
and the teachers attended the Bert Ter Hear for some time.
dren,
Buddy
and
Ronald
Dale, ceived recently.
seventh
birthday
anniversary.
Johnson and Robert Miller on Aug.
Mrs. Katie Hofsteen, 68 years
I hospital.
Florence and Joe Israels, Mrs.
Those present were: Mrs. Anna De J4, 1935, in South Bend, Ind., has county institute at Holland. Due
old,
celebrated
her
16th
birthday
Ted Schreur is working for ArCorneliusDe Roster,260 W. 17th
Wise of Grand Haven, Mr. and Mrs. PLEDGES FOR SALVATION
Jonge, Mrs. A. Geerlings,Mrs. Ben been announced. The couple will to the mild weather this week the thur Bredeweg for the summer
anniversary Saturday,February 29.
pupils
were
practically all able to
i 8t has returned from St. Louis,
ARMY NEAR |500 MARK Schout, Miss Grace De Roo, Miss make their home in Kalamazoo. attend school on Monday.
Henrv Geerlings of Holland was Case Israels and Mr. and Mrs.
months. Mr. Bredeweg.who sold
t Mo. where he spent a week on busJohn Israelsand children,Lillian
Gertrude De Roo and Miss Henrietalso bom on the lea year date.
A program of Negro music was
iness.
i
Mr.
and
Mre.
N.
De
Boer
and
and
Donald.
ta
Schout,
all
of
Zeeland;
Mrs.
M.
Nearly $500 was reported raised
ven Thursdav in the home of
______ ig to general principles,
ln
Born to Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Accordini
<
Mrs. J. Van Voorst attended the
The Hosanna Chorus featured a already by members of the special Alberta of Wyoming Park, Mrs. J.
rs. Charles Little. Miss Janet
Halverson, missionaries to Brazil, Mrs. Hofsteenand Mr. Geerlings
Wm.
Timmer
of
Forest Grove
funeral
servicea
for
Mre.
Nancy
Dutch
program
at
a
meeting
held
Wilterdink of Dutton and Miss
at Holland hospital,a daughter, should be celebrating their 17th Thursday night in Ninth Street gifts committee at the Salvation Ruth De Klien of Byroti Center. Sheard was assistanthostess.
Bennett of Noordeloos on Monday. called on his mother, Mrs. KImb
Army campaign opening dinner at
birthday anniversaries but they
Junia Grace.
Albert Crane, a student at MichMre. S. Kolk was surprised last Meyer last week Wednesday. He
Christian
Reformed
church.
The
Mrs.
E.
Njenhuis,
Mrs,
Charles
1
the Warm Friend Tavern last eveMrs. Martin Rotman has return- missed one at the turn of the cenigan State college, spent last weekondav morainff when her lister, walked three and a half miles one
proip-am
was
sponsored
by
the ning.
Dams,
Mrs.
Lenora
Otting,
Mrs.
•3 ed to her home from Holland hos- tury when the special day was
end here.
re. Orrie Blok, and children of
Ladies Aid society.
j pital.
Major Gertrude Bishop, who was Cornie Kole, Mrs. Jeanette Scholmissing from the calendar. Mrs.
Thomas Jackson, who was strick- Ohio came to make her at visit. Jir. and Mre. Albert Brinks and
The first hour English class of m charge of the EvangelineMa- ten. Mrs. ZwanettaSmeenge, Mrs.
1
Hofsteen was surprisedby a group
with a heart attack last week
*n*de by automobile. children spent Friday in Forest
]
of friends Thursday evening. East Junior high school presented ternity Home and Hospital, in Harold Lemmen, Mrs. Fayne Kam- en
The family of G. Alofs o# Noor- Grove with Mr. and Mrs. John
Friday and taken to a room at
pker
and
Mrs.
Julia
Knoll,
Miss*
program
Thursday
morning
Grand
Rapids,
for
a
number
of
Guests were members of the Sun»
Myaard.
Hotel Stevens, passed away early deloos spent Sunday with the famshine Club, who are Mr. and Mrs. commemorating the birthday anni- years, amazed the large group of Marie Kool, Miss Evelyn Pathuis
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Dam,
Miss Lorraine Hamburg, W. 18th Frank Costing, Mr. and Mrs. Ed versary of Henry Wadsworth men and women present with her and Miss Ruth Woldring,all of Saturday morning. Mr. Jackson, ily of B. Riemerema.
Mias Alice Bos and John J. De
who was 66 years of age, was born
St entertaineda group of friends Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. John Van Longfellow, the great American descriptionof the number of un- Holland.
Mrs. Voss and children of Hoiin England, coming to the United Und visited with the family of F. Kleine of Forest Grove spent last
at her home on Friday evening.
Zoeren, Mr. and Mrs. William >oet. The school also elected the fortunate girls received and the
The Ladies Aid society of Second
Friday with John, James and GerStates
35
years
ago.
He
was
night
Oudemolen last Friday evening. trude De Kleine.
Miss Amy Hilarides, daughter of Thompson, Mrs. Clara Elferdink ollowing officers: Harvey Van care given them. "There are two Reformedheld an interesting meetMr. and Mrs. H. Hilaridesof Hol- and Mr. and Mrs. N. Hofsteen, all Dyke, president; Betty Ter Have, girls in the home now, approaching ing Thursdayafternoon. Mias An- watchman for the Fennville CanS. P. Wierema and Henry ComMarinus De Kleine and Miss
land and Loran E. Wenzel, son of of Holland, and Peter Costing and vice president; Wallace Kemme, motherhood,who are just past na Neerken had charge of the pro- ning company since their organiza- ers made a business trip to Grand
Louiae called on Mr. and Mrs. J.
tion
sixteen
years
ago.
He
is
surMr. and Mrs. Leon Wenzel of Chi- Mrs. Rachel Fairbur of Indian secretary, and Nat Robbins, treas- twelve years of age," said Major gram. A patrioticprogram was
Rapids Tuesday afternoon.
Essing last Friday.
cago, were united in marriage Fri- River, located near Petoskey.
urer.
Bishop. The average age of the presented and Mrs. H. Matter gave vived by the widow, two sons, RobMrs. Joe Mast called on Joan
ert
and
Thomas
Jr.
and
one
daughday evening at 8 o’clock at the
Mr. and Mrs. G. Veltman,who girls is about 16. Holland and Ot- an interesting history of the AmerMiss Helen Van Wieren was
Wolcott last week. Joan has been
DRENTHE
home of Commissioner and Mrs. honored at a shower Thursdayeve- celebrated their birthday anniver- tawa county has had a number of ican flag as the emblem of this
in the hospital about two weeks
James Ten Brink in Muskegon with ning given by Mrs. B. Kimber and saries Wednesday were honored at girls there in the past few years, country and presented fundamental
but is now stoying with her uncle
Mr. and Mrs. William Bekius of
Rev. C. P. Dame officiating. Miss Mrs. K. Grissen at the home of the a party in the basement of the and some of them out of high rules of heraldrywhich indicate
and aunt, Mr. and Mre. Rowerdink,
Holland spent Thursday with their
Marie Harbin and Elmer Van Lente latter. Prizes were won by Mrs. Bethel Reformedchurch. Mr. Velt- school.” AdjutantClare Edwards,
th^Pr9Pe«- method of displayingit.
in Grand Rapids, all of four weeks.
parents,Mr. and Mrs. John Essing.
attended the couple and the wed W. Brower and Mrs. R. Boersma. man celebratedhis 78th annivers- in charge of the Army in Holland,
Mr. M. B. Rogers, superintendent
We are glad to say at this time
Corneal Kamps ia helping Bemie
ding march was played by Miss Guests were Mrs. P. Lyons, Mrs. ary and Mrs. Veltman her 75th. A announced that she already has two of Zeeland Public schools and A.
that she is getting along nicely
Vander Heide at present delivering
Caroline Hilaridies. A reception R. Boersma, Mrs. M. Vanden Berg, miscellaneous program was pre- girls who want to go to the home. Van Koevering and F. Kieft, memand we wish her a speedy recovery.
was held following the ceremony. Mrs. W. Brower, Mrs. W. Lucas, sented and the honored couple was
Major Wm. H. Fox, of Grand ^raVTof tbeachool board attended
Mr. and Mrs. Wenzel will make Miss Van Wieren, Sue Grissen, presented with a basket of flowers. Rapids, commander of the Western the National Superintendents contheir home on E. 20th St. after Anne Harringsma,Helen Klaver,
Mrs. Joe Boshka was honored at Michigan division of the Army, vention, held in St. Louis, Mo., last
March 14.
Lois Kollen, Ila De Goed, Clara a surprise party Thursday after- told of the plans of the Army for week.
“How Can We Learn What God Lucas, Dorothy Mulder, Harriet noon at the home of Mrs. H. Van Holland and appealed to the people
The annual business meeting of
is Saying to Us?" was the topic Van Wieren, Mrs. B. Vander Oort at Macatawa Park, the occa- to get back of it unitedlyand supthe Vriesland Growers association
under discussion at the Junior C. Schaaf and the hostesses.
sion being her birthday annivers- port it. "The churches are doing
was held Saturday at the farm
E. society of the Fourth Reformed
Miss Ruth Overway was honored ary. Guests were Mrs. Jake Van good work and the Army will do home of Peter De Kraker, R. R. 3,
Welden, Mrs. R. Rosie and son, good work,” said Major Fox. "Both Hudsonville.
Junior, Mrs. C. Knutson, Mrs. are needed in Holland and the counMrs. Benj. Scheerhorn and son,
Camburn, Mrs. Joe Boshka, Mrs. E. ty."
Clemmens, Mrs. Nick Thompson, Short talks were made by Mrs. Robert, and Mrs. Tena Ploegsma
Miss Fern Boshka, Mrs. J. Taze- Geo. E. Kollen, Mrs. Roy Champion, and son of Holland were visitors
*
at the home of Mrs. Maggie Van'
laar and the hostess.
Mrs. Wm. J. Olive, John D. Kelly,
Mrs. Tom Buter, E. 22nd st., who Louis J. Vanderburg,Henry Wil- Koevering last Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Nienhuis and
celebrated her birthday annivers- son, Cornelius Vander Meulen, Dr.
ary Saturday, was honored at a A. Leenhouts, Adjutant Edwards son Vernon Jay of Holjand were
guests of their parents, Mr. and
surprise party Thursday evening. and others.
Mrs. Gradus Schrotenboer,at their
Mrs. Buter was bom on leap year
Rev. Dr. Thos. W. Davidson, pasday and celebratedher 11th anni- tor of Hope Reformed church, pre- home on S. State st., Zeeland, Friversary. Those present were Mr. sided and urged the workers to do day evening.
i
and Mrs. Jack Barendse, Mr. and their best in helping to raise the
Mrs. Anne Barense, 79, was
Mrs. Henry Vander Schel, Mr. and needed 63000. Reports will be made found dead at her home, 245 Main
Mrs. Tom Buter, Mr. and Mrs. M. to Adjutant Edwards in the ante- st., Zeeland. Coroner Gilbert Vande
J. Kole, Mr. and Mrs. William room of the First State bank from Water, who was called to make an
Brouwer and Mr. and Mrs. George 1 to 3 o’clock Wednesday, Thursday investigation, said the woman had
Klupker.
apparently suffered a stroke and
and Friday.
It is just as importantfor a merchant to be a good
Helene Marilyn Danhof, fourTeams are out working from the fallen forward onto the stove. Heryear-old daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Lions club, the Elks, Veteransof man John, Zeeland mail carrier, beMbuys-fnan” as it is to be a good salesman.
first of all, what is it worth to you to
R. J. Danhof of the Fourteenth Foreign Wars and the Auxiliary, came aware that something was
hare
all the hot water you need for cleanStreet
Christian
Reformed
church,
wrong
when
mail
placed
in
the
box
A good buys- man makes economical purchases from
United Spanish War Veteransand
celebratedher first birthday anni- the auxiliary and individual groups, the previousday had not been
ing, dishwashing, bathing, sharing and
the many competitive productsoffered to him. When
versary Saturday. A party was
touched. Funeral services were
o
the laundry. . .hot water gushing forth
held at her home in the afternoon.
conducted from the funeral home
the financial position of his business is sound, he utilNOORDELOOS
any instantat the tap’* turn?
Janet Russell, who celebrated
Monday at 2 p. m. Her only relaizes bank credit to gain additional advantages in buyher birthday anniversary WednesMr. and Mrs. Martin Jongekrijg tives are nieces and nephews.
The modern Self-Action Gas Water
day, was honored at a party given spent Sunday evening with Mr. and Burial was in Zeeland cemetery.
ing well Bank loans permit immediate payment so that
Hester can be instaOed in a few hours,
by
Mrs. Norman Russell. Those Mrs. Clarence Raak.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Guy
he may profit by trade allowancesand cash discounts.
with a few aimple adjustments. The tank
present were the Misses Evelyn
A student from the seminary will Zuwerink, 22 West McKinley St.,
Quickly moving, seasonal stocks are financed,and he
is solidly insulated (like a thermos botRotman, Marian Kolean, Mina De have charge of the services next a daughter, Shirley Mae, WednesVries, Esther Bremer, Albertha Sunday since the pastor has a class- day, Feb. 19; to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
tle!) to economize on heat. A thermosearns good will and increasedbusiness by passing
Stermler and Miss Russell.
ical appointmentto Hardewyek.
Eraybody’s talking about tha
Chamberlain of Wall St., a son at
tat automaticallycontrolswater temperalong these savings to customers.
The engagement of Miss Ada The Choral Society are planning Butterworth Hospital,on Tuesday,
New G-3 Goodyear All*!
store; requires no attenUon whatever.
Florence Van Zee, daughter of Mr. on having a meeting again next Feb. 11; to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Weather— latest edition of
There are many good business men in this communAa for the operating eosU-it depends on
and Mrs. F. E. Van Zee of Corsica, week Sunday night.
Vanden Bosch, 312 E. Central
world's largest selling tire for
S.
Dak.,
to
John
Marvin
Timmer,
the
number in the family, size of the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Fopma.
Orville,
ity who borrow our depositors’ funds to increase their
Ave., a son, ThurstonLee, Thursson of Mr. and Mrs. B. Timmer of Nina and Robert, Mr, and Mrs. Jac- day, Feb. 20; to Mr. and Mrs.
19 yean. Have YOU seen It—
tank, and quantity of water used. In actpurchasingpower. When you feel that a commercial
Holland,was announced Friday ob Helder, Thressa, Elmer, Henry Harry Petroelje, Borculo,a daughhad Its greet new features exual practice it amounts to only a few
evening at a birthday party honor- and John were entertained at the ter, Tuesday, Feb. 25; to Mr. and
loan would be of constructivebenefit to your business,
plained? Come in— we’ll bo
cents per day per person. . Jess than you
ing Miss Van Zee. Prizes at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Die- Mrs. Harry Hamburg, in Holland
stop in and let us go over your situationwith you.
glad to give you the whole
pay
each month for cigarettes,magaparty were won by J. Bantekoe and penhorfrt, Friday evening.
township,a daughter, ShirleyJean,
story.
Miss Irene Overbeek. Guests were:
zines or candy 1
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Woodwyck Monday, Feb. 24. Mrs. Hamburg
Irene Overbeek, Joan Schreur, of East Saugatuckvisited recently was Miss Hermina Boes before her
Beatrice Timmer, Donald Schipper, with their parents.
marriage, daughter of Mr. and
Ade Westerhof, Harris Steggerda,
They have started to open up Mrs. Jacob Boes formerly of this
Vulcanizing
Ben H. Timmer, Mr. and Mrs. J. the Noordeloos road, residentsare city.
Drop in or Call 3138 and we’ll give you an accurate estimate
Bontekoe,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vernon
anxious to have the road open to
HOLLAND,
of installation and operating cost for your home. You’ll always
Roelofs, Misses Lena Marcusse, travel again. It has been closed
FENNVILLE
need lots of hot water. You’ll always want it on tap. Settle
Julia Poelakker. Janet Broekema, for over a month.
and the engaged couple.
the matter once and for all time, today!
The Saturday morning catechism
Mr. and Mrs. Louis N. Johnson

meeting of the Intermediate sociPeUr Wferda, 166 W. 18th St ety the topic, “Teaching Jesus and
la confinedto his home with a free- God as Father.'*Andrew Nyboer
inrod hip received in a fall on an led the meeting of the Senior society on the topic “What Sunday
fcjr sidewalk.
Service Teaches us.”
Mr. and Mrs. L. Bonnette, East
wedding was held Friday
19th 8t hare moved to their new
morning at 9:30 o’clock at the
residence,121 W. 17th St
home of Dr. and Mrs. J. Vender
Mrs. J. Sholten wno for the past
few weeks has been confined to Meulen when their niece Miss Lit*
the Ann Arbor clinic for treat- 0. Chapman of Grand Rapids, bements is now living with her son came the bride of Guy Ver Lee, also
of Grand Rapids. Dr. Vender Meuin Detroit
Martin Diekema, E. Eighth St. len officiated.The couple was athad as his week-end guests, Mr. tended by Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ver
T imd^Mrs. C. Mulder of Blissfield Lee of Grand Rapids. Following
the ceremony a wedding breakfast
I
Mrs. H. Boersma, W. 23rd St. was served in the Warm Friend
had her tonsils removed at Holland Tavern.
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What Do You Think
it

A

GOOD

Costs

To Have Instant

HOT WATER

“Buys-Man”

ALWAYS?

e

U

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK

Holland

MICHIGAN

Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

DIAL 4651

K

8EIIEN & VANDEN BERG
BRANCH

St and Lincoln Ave^ Holland, Mich.
OFFICE — SUPERIOR CIGAR

STORE-PHONE

9533

1

How Your Family
'.Would Benefit through

a Mortgage Loan

are growing up.

To

home

while they

wait is to deny them the

anrrooadings which can easily shape their entire
careen.
i

They need not wait

wccanhdpyouto

early home ownership through a mort-

a

plan which imposes no burden upon

creamy, flavorful rfcbbit Serve on
slices or cubes of toast

years will psy for everything, including
principaland interest One easy plan of

monthly payments carries you straight
through to your goal. Time works for

for further details.

'

1

ILLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holknil,
'

Mictipn

Federal Beaerre System

&

Elect. Co.

-

'A

HADDEN’S SUPER-SERVICE
River Ave. at 9th Street

ir

I

want

to take this opportunity to thank all of

old customers for their patronage,
to continue to allow

me

to

and

invite

serve you at my

my
you

NEW

By JOSB’HD'X OXBSON
rood Xutttato

and

MORE CONVENIENT LOCATION.

Director, Hems

Cut off slices from tops of 6 large American cheese In alternate layers
ripe tomatoes and scoop out cen- in a greased casserole, having
ters. Dust inside with salt and Beans on top. Mix 1 tablespoon
sugar and spread lightly with Pre- melted butter with 4 cup fine,
pared Brown Mustard. Fill with freeh bread crumbs and sprinkle
Oven-Baked Beans, Vegetarian over top. Bake in a moderate
Style (1 medium can will be need- oven (875* F.) for 80 minutes.
ed) and sprinkletops with 4 cup
Luackeea Beans (mrem i)~
grated cheese. Bake for 20 to 26 Place one half of a medium can
minutes in moderste oven (876* F.). Oven-Baked Beans, Vegetarian
I Baked Beta Casserole
Style, in a buttered caseeroleand'
4) — Cook 2 small finely chopped cpriaUs with 4 cop grated Amerionions and 2 finely chopped green can cheese. Repeat layers and pour
peppers in 2 tablespoons butter 4 cup milk over top. Sprinkle
until they art tender and golden with 4 cup butteredbread oumbs
brown in color. Add 1 large can and baka in a moderate ovtaj
Oven-Baked Beans, Vegetarian (375* F.) for 26 minutes. A doStyle, and mix thoroughly.Ar- lidous and nourishing dish for
range the Beans and % cup grated chUdisn’s lunch or supper.

(Wm*

M

Michigao Gas

delicious,

Baked Beans in Tomato CapaModerate payments over a term of

Ask us

Avenue

Announcing -

and top casserole with H cup buttered bread crumb# and allow the
crumbe to brown.
Baked Bean Rabbit on Toast—
Melt 3 tablespoons butter in a
saucepan, add 4 tablespoons flour
and blend well. Add 2 cups milk,
4 teaspoon salt and a dash of pepper and stir until thickened. Add
1 medium can Oven-BakedBeans,
Vegetarisn Style, and cook until
the Beans are thoroughly heated,
then add 1 cup grated American
cheese and allow the cheese to melt

slowly. This makes a

yoo-i

-

180 River

casserole.

Arrange 8 small peeled onions in
two rows, pressing them down half
way into the Beans. Sprinkle onions with >4 teaspoon salt, then
cover with % cup Tomato Ketchup.
Pour 1— No. 2 can whole kernel
corn, from which the liquid has
been well drained,over the Beans
and onions. Cover and bake in a
moderateoven (375* F.) for 1%
hours. About 20 minutes before
takiag from the oven, remove lid

gage loan, arranged under a convenient

you instead of against you.

Quick Road Service

Bean and Corn Caaserolo-Place
large can Oven-Baked Beans,

Vegetarian Style, in

jGf?e your children a better

Phone 3926

A

For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling

28th

of Three Rivers visited here the
fore part of the week.
William C. Rasmussen delivered
a load of hogs by truck to Muskegon, Monday.
Mrs. Mina Green of Page, North
Dakota, has been spending a week
HpHIS IS A TIMELY moment, with Lent now upon us, to consider at the home of her brother-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Green and
some new meatless main dishes. Of course, we can serve f i s h
other relatives.
frequentlybut not every day. And vegetableplates begin to pall after
Mrs. Harold Chapman has reso long a time. Soon now, the men folk will begin to clamor for good
solid food, so it’s up to us to cast about for some hot and hearty dishes
for dinnerswithout meat The answer to this problem is savory OvenBaked Beans prepared,vegetarianstyle, without meat In these beans,
you will find the valuable proteins and minerals that make them a
worthy substitute for meat And besides, it is easy to prepare OvenBaked Beans in such a variety of delightful new ways that they can be
used in place of the meat course with complete satisfaction to the whole
family. Any of these grand dishes will slip into your menus with such
ease, the old favorites will scarcely be missed:
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Judge of Probate.
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force and an increase of over six ment is recommended and suitable Macmillan Co .....................
5.04 1936.
McBride having filed in said court wit:
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. Maentz and thousand in membership.
hundred sixty-eeven and t
products with full instructionsare Educational Music Bureau
7.38
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water, their first annual account as admintenths feet; thence North 69
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Stegeman The excellent reputation this on the market.
Lot Nine (9) in Riverside AdExpress ................................ 6.83 Judge of Probate.
istrators,C.T.A. of said estate,
grees 12 minutes East, for
motored to Holland Sunday to pass company has enjoyed for the past
dition to the City of Holland acThe turkey show put on at the Hall & McCreary ................ 11.52
In the Matter of the Estate of and their petitionpraying for the
the day and be dinner guests of fifty years and more for fair and College during Farmers Week show
cording to the recorded plat snd five-tenths feet; thence
A. N. Palmer Co ................. 12.09 Ed. Tilma, alias Al Tilms, Deceased allowance thereof,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Maentz. equitableadjustment of claims and Mich, is becoming an important Chas. Merrill Co ................. 22.63
thereof,on record In the office parallelwith Quarter line
It appearingto the court that
It is Ordered, That the 24th dav
hundred sixty-seven and
On account of the choked roads their prompt payment of losses, turkey producing state. Today World Book Co ..................... 13.51
of the Registerof Deeds for
the time for presentationof claims of March A.D. 1930, at ten o'clock
tenths feet to the place of
beyond Hamilton they went via the have made this year’s fine record Mich, has turkey breederswith wide
said Ottawa County Michigan,
Arlo.Pub. Co ....................... 41.75 against said estate should be lim- in the forenoon, at said Probate
ginning, together with all rlf
Todd farm and Saugatuckand re- possible.
being in the Township of Holreputations. L. R. Arnold, Agr’l. Scott Foresman Co ............ 118.64 ited, and that a time and place be Office, be and is hereby appointed
turned by way of Fennville. Mr.
A large corps of representativesAgent states Ottawa Co. is an im- American Book Co ............. 22.39 appointed to receive, examine and for examining and allowing said land, County of Ottawa and Brian rights; (Same being
No. 7 in said mortgage)
Maentz* son is now head of the and capable adjusters enables this portant turkey section. One breed- Gambel Hinged Co ........... 2.85 adjust all claims and demands
State of Michigan.
account:
First State Bank at Holland.— old company to render a real serv- er hatches out thousands of poults
Alvema
Nash
Also begining at the
Lyons & Carnahan ........... 29.31 against said deceasedby and before
It is Further Ordered, That pubMortgagee
Allegan Gazette.
ice to the property owners of Mich- and has little difficultyin disposing Ginn & Co ..........................
52.02 said court:
Quarter Corner of said
lic notice thereof be given by pubDated
Dec.
18,
1935
It is Ordered, That creditorsof licationof a copy of this order,
Robert A. Conn, an employee of igan. During these years of severe of them. There was an increase J. C. Winston Co. ................. 16.26
34, running thence North
Elbern Parsons
3.75 said deceased are required to pre- for three successive weeks prethe J. C. Penney Co. at St. Johns, windstorms throughout the state it in turkeys in 1935 due to improv- Institute for Research .......
the North and South Quarter lit
Attorney
for
Mortgage
Allegan county, for the past five is sound business policy to carry ed prices and lower feed costs and Houghton Mifflin Co ........... 35.13 sent their claims to said court at vious to said day of hearing, in the
olland, MichBusiness Address, Hoi
one thousand four hundred
years, came to Allegan this week ample cyclone insurance in a com- 1936 points to a heavy turkey pro- Eagle Ottawa Co .................
5.35 said Probate Office on or before Holland City News a newspaper
igan.
ve and four tenths feet to
2.70 the 24th day of June A.D. 1936, at printed and circulated in said
to begin his positionas assistant pany that has rendered such a de- duction this year. Right now there S. S. Kresge Co ..................
manager of the local Penney store, sirable service to its members as is an unusual demand for hatching Magnus Brush Co. ...............
6.63 ten o’clock in the forenoon, said County.
center of Lake Street: th«
Expires March 7
that positionhaving recently been this company has done.— Lowell eggs and day old poults. Prospec- Wm. Dixon Co ....................
9.08 time and place being hereby apCORA VAN DE WATER TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
South sixty-ninedegrees tw«
Ledger.
pointed
for
the
examination
and
tive growers might well consider Handcraft Leather house
vacated by L. T. Atkins, who was
6.58
Judge of Probate. Take notice that a Limited Partminutes West, sixty-four
The Mutual Windstorm Insur- the possibilities for a large supply Central Hdw ......................
transferred to the J. C. Penney
2.49 adjustmentof all claims and de- A true copv.
nership has been formed and is
five-tenths feet along the cent
Co. in Mount Pleasant, Penn. Mr. ance Co. has paid several claims in 1936.
Oliver MachineryCo ..........
7.63 mands against said deceased.
Harriet Swart
doing business under the name of
Feeding of a proper mash to Ottawa Iron Co ..................
of Lake Street to the point
Conn is a graduate of the Univer- in and about Holland and in OttaIt is Further Ordered, That pub1.70
Register of Probate.
Osborn ResearchFarm, located in
sity of Michigan and is experi- wa and Allegan counties since breeding stock will determine the Bolhuis Lumber Co ............
6.51 lic notice thereof be given by pubbeginning; from said place
Park Township and elsewherein
quality of poults produced this Z oerman Hdw ...................
enced in departmentstore sales entering the field here.
3.66 lication of a copy of this order for
beginning running South 69 (
Ottawa County, Michigan, to tranExpires
May
16
22.10 three successiveweeks previous to
Holland Electric Co ............
grees 12 minutes West, foui
sact the business “breed,hatch and
said day of hearing, in the HolMORTGAGE SALE
and five-tenthsfeet aloni
raise 'chicks’ and poultry; buy,
land City News, a newspaper printcenter of Lake Street;
Whereas a certainmortgage dat- sell, and deal in poultry, poultry
ed and circulatedin said countv.
North parallel with the Qt
ed July 15, 1922, A.D. and record- supplies, medicines, feeds, farm
CORA VANDE WATER
line two hundred and sixtyed in the office of the register of suppliesand farm equipment; and
Judge of Probate
deeds for Ottawa County on July in general to carry on any busi- and two-tenthsfeet; thence Nor
A true copy:
69 degrees 12 minutes East, ‘
ness in connection therewith and
19, 1922, in Liber 134 of mortgages
Harriet Swart,
teen and five-tenths feet; tl
on
page
110, made by John Huiz- incidentthereto not forbidden by
Register of Probate.
south parallel with Quarter ii
enga and Louise Anna Huizenga, the Laws of the State of Michtwo hundred sixty-sevenand ‘
igan.”
his wife, to Anthony Schermer is in
The General Partner is Minnie tenths feet to the place of 1
Expires March 14—15751
defaultas to interest, principal and
Ray Osborne, residing in Park
ning, together with all ril
STATE OF MICHIGAN
taxes whereby the power of sale
Ottawa County. Michrights.(Same being parcel
PROBATE COURT FOR has become operative there being Township,
igan, The Special Partner is Jarsaid mortgage.)
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA now past due principal,interest rett N. Clark, residing at Zeeland. inParcels
Afttorneys-at
One and Seven will
At a session of said Court, held and taxes the sum of Three Thous- Michigan. The amount contributed
released upon the payment,
at the Probate Office in the City and One Hundred and One and
to the Common Stock by Special
$362.90. Parcels Two and
Office — over First State
of Grand Haven in the said County, 51/100 Dollars and no suit or proPartner, Jarrett N. Clark is $500,will be released upon the
on
the
20th
day
of
February,
A.D.
ceedings
at
law
having
been
inBank
00. The Limited Partnership is to
ment of $362.90.
1936.
stitutedto recover the debts now commence January 22, 1930 and
Dated December 19, 1985. ' >
Holland,Michigan
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE remaining secured or any part
continue for a period terminating
LOUISE H. BRADSHAW,
WATER, Judge of Probate.
thereof, notice is hereby given that
December 31, 1936.
Moi
In the Matter of the Estate of on
Dated: January 23, 1936.
Ada C. Bannister, Deceased
Monday the 18th day of May A.D.
DIEKEMA,
CROSS
t
TEN
CJ
Osborne Research Farm
It appearingto the court that
1936
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
By M. R. Osborne
the time for presentationof claims at ten o’clock in the forenoon EastGeneral Partner
Business Address:
of
against said estate should be lim- ern Standard time at the North
Holand, Michigan R. F. D.l
Holland, Michigan.
itod, and that a time and place be front door of the court house in the
appointed to receive, examine and city of Grand Haven, Michigan,
adjust all claims and demands that being the place for holdln;
against said deceased by and be- the circuit court for the County o.
fore said court:
Ottawa, the undersigned will sell
It Is Ordered, That creditorsof at public auction to secure paysaid deceased are required to pre- ment of the amount due for prinsent their claims to said court at cipal, interest and the amount adsaid Probate Office on or before vanced for taxes, together with the
She plans to donate her own trophy
the
next year, either as a prise for
costs and charges of said tale.
24th Day of June. A. D. 1986,
bob-sled racing, or as an award
The premises to be sold are deat ton o’clock in the forenoon, said scribed as the North Forty and
jumps at the gala Winter Sports Smith was hostess at “Coffee for all-roundexcellencein the varThe sorrow of losing a loved one
time and place being hereby ap- One half (40%) feet of the South
Carnival which attracted thous- Time" parties.More than 25,000 ious Winter sports.
Corner
8t*
and
College
pointed
for
the
examination
and
Ninety-Fourand one half (94%) brings with it *n obligatioato exFor the past four years, she has
ands of athletesand spectatorsto cups of coffee were served to the
Holland. Mfck
adjustment
of all claims and de- feet of lot Numbered Nine (9). press year grateful remembrance
been
going
to
Lake
Placid.
Whenvisitors.
Like Placid in the Adirondacks,
mands against said deceased.
Block Thirty-Five(36), City of of happy bean shared together
Palaces of ice were constructed ever she is not otherwise engaged,
the week-end of Washington’s
It is FurtheredOrdered, That Holland. Michigan except the east with the departed. Yea caa fatat the Olympic Arena, Olympic she spends her week-endsat the
Birthday.
public notice thereof be give
en by Forty-Four (44) feet thereof,Vail
Immediatelyafter her Thursday Ski Hill and Mirror Lake Skating resort. She has already mastered
fill this sacred doty in as mere fitpublicationof a copy of this
is order accordingto the recorded map
evening A. and P. “Coffee Time’’ Rink. Girls costumed in ski suits the intricaciesof ice-skatingand
for
three
successive
weeks
1
prevthereofon record in the office of the ting manner than by Urn erection
broadcast, heard over WABC-CBS served hot coffee from thormss bob-sledding.Her next venture Ottawa Imrestacst Carp.
ious to said day of hearing, in the register of deeds for Ottawa Coun- of a sai table moaamenL Consult
will
be
skiing,
she
confides.
jugs,
during
the
hockey,
speed
network Tuesday, Wednesday and
Holland City News, a newspaper ty, Michigan.
us for suggestions.
.Thursday eveningsat 7:80 p.m., skating, bobsledding and ski-jump- The Washington’s Birthdi
Bank Certificates
printed and circulated in said conn- Dated February 20, 1986.
ival represented the
est, Misa Smith dashed up to the ing championshipevents
ANTHONY J. SCHERMER,
An ardent Winaer I
the present season at
Bonds
1 winter resort. The train it Grand
CORA VAN DE WATER,
Hundreds of teams and individradio star has
J Central Station was delayed ten
Phont
4234
Judge
of
Probate.
uals from all parts of the United
Gerrit W. Kooyers,attorney*?©?
several previous
’minutes, in order that she might
she was judjje
Peoples Bank Bldg, Holland, Mich A true copy:
HARRIET SWART,
Business Addrera. *ort**iee
Register of Probate
am were dog-sled races.
81 W. 8th St HoUand, Mich.
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Henry G«erlinci of 87 E. 17th St.
who was taken to Holland hospital
Sunday due to serious illnessis
in a slightly improved conditiontoday.

WINTER COATS
THREE GROUPS

$11.95 - $14.75 - $19.75
WOOL

ONE LOT OF

KNIT

and

Fall,

ONE LOT OF

SILK and CREPE

Spring and

tery.

Harry A. Jones, 67, 5fi W. 11th
St. died Saturday night at his home

Summer

DRESSES
Friday

DRESSES

DRESSES

8 SaturdaySpecial

One for $4.95
TWO FOR

$1.00

SPRING

RAYON STEPINS

and

PANTIES

BLOUSES

Special St

*00
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-
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Kronemeyer.
obtained at the Sellee Jewelry
Al Timmer, Sr., candidate for
Highway Commissionerhad no o
JOHN R. DOUMA. LAST CIVIL
position,38 votes being caat
WAR VETERAN, IS VICTIM
his favor in precinct No. 1 and
IN AUTO CRASH
o

l

$3.95

TWO FOR

$5.95

Special Si

*

,

after a prolonged illness.Surviving are the widow, a brother, Frederick Jones of St. Louis, and two 142 in precinct No. 2. Albert Brinknephews, ClarenceW. Dekker of man also had no opposition for John R. Douma, 89, Holland's only
Friday © Saturday Special
Chicago and Horace P. Dekker of Justice of the peace and was con- surviving Civil war veteran, was
Holland. Funeral services were sequently re-elected. Votes cast for in Holland hospitalSaturday night
for
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Dyk- Brinkman totalled 37 in precinct suffering from shock and possible
stra Funeral home. The Rev. J. 1 and 155 in precinctNo. 2.
neck injuriesas the result of an
For Board of Review B. H. Bow- automobilecollision.Mrs. Helen
Wendel Davis, rector of the Grace
Episcopal church, officiated.Bur- master had no opposition and he Kennistonof Benton Harbor and
ial was in Pilgrim Home cemetery. too was re-elected, 183 votes being Mrs. Peter De Kraker of Holland
Mrs. Albert De Fevter. 63, died cast in his favor, 33 in precinct 1 also were in the hospital with fracSaturday night at Holland hospital. and 150 in precinct 2. Four con- tured collar bones received in the
Surviving are the husband, three stables were voted for. and here same accident.
brothers, William, Leonard and too there was no opposition,only
The accident occurred at the inDick Kardux: two sisters,Mrs. four candidates being in the field. tersection of Tenth st. and ColumNicholas Hoffman, Sr., and Mary They are Peter Van Houw, polling bia ave., at 4:30 SaturdayafterKardux all of Holland. Funeral 38 votes in precinct 1 and 137 in noon, when cars operated by Mrs.
SPRING
sen-ices were held Wednesday at Precinct 2; Henry Vandenberg, C. T. Meehan of Benton Harbor
:30 p.m. at the Nibbelink-Notier with 35 votes in precinct1, and 135 and Prof. A. Dampen of Hope colFuneral chapel and at 2 p'.m. at the in precinct 2; R. Vanden Brink with lege collided.Mrs. Kenniston was
Third Reformed church. Dr. W. J. 36 votes in precinct 1 and 127 in riding with Mrs. Meehan, and
Van Kersen officiated and burial precinct2; and Donald Topp with Douma and Mrs. De Kraker were
35 votes cast in his favor in pre- passengers in the Dampen car.
was in Fairlawn cemetery.
cinct No. 1 and 124 in precinct No. 2 Neither Mrs. Meehan nor Prof.
Special
Following the regular serviceof
Ebenezer church Sunday the con- Three men were elected as Over- Dampen was injured.
seers, one in each of the three disHospital attendants said X-ray
gregation was invited to attend the
tricts of Park Township: Henry examinationswere made to deopening exercises of the beginner
Take Advantage of the
and primary deparments of the Lugers was elected as Overseer in juries and no evil results were
Sunday school. Rev. John F. district No. 1 with a total of 138 found and at this time he has pracvotes cast in his favor; In Dist. No. tically recovered.
Schortinghuis,celebrated his leapDouma had the distinction of beyear anniversary Saturday and a 2 Henry Thalen was elected to that
sontr was sung in his honor. Mrs. office with a total of 31 votes while ing one of the guard of honor at
in district No. 3. Ed. Kammeraad President Lincoln’sbier.
J. C. Van Leeuwen,superintendent
of the two Sunday school depart- polled 3 votes and he too was elecments, presented Rev. Schorting- ted as Overseer of that district
huis with a basket of roses and car- All three were wthout opposition.
j§cl|00l
Altho all candidates were elected
nations, a eift from the pupils and
because
of
no
opposition
in
their
teachers of the beginner and priHolland, Michigan
favor, all names of candidates as
mary classes.
given above will again appear on
the ballot since candidates who did
APPRECIATIVE AUDIENCE
not qualify at the primaries are
March 8, 1936
HEAR SPLENDID PROGRAM privilegedto run on slips, should
they desire to do so.
NeighborlinfM— Luke 10:25-37
An appreciativeaudience gatherMiss Henrietta Haverdink whose
ed in Maple Avenue Christian Re- HOLLAND TOWNSHIP
Henry Geerlings
marriage to Louis Dykema will take formed church Tuesday evening
CASTS 804 VOTES
place March 12, was honored with to listen to the Aeolian chorus, comAn expert of the Hebrew law
a surprise miscellaneous shower posed of approximately 40 voices Holland Township voters came
out to the polls Monday a little bet- tried to put Jesus to the test. He
Friday evening at the home of Mrs. under the directionof Mr. Marvin
Johanna Schaap on South Lincoln Baas, director of music at the Hol- ter than 800 strong to elect or re- was more concernedabout arguelect officers as the case might be. ment than about information.If
Ave. Hostesses were, Mrs. Donald land Christian High school. Mr.
Albert Hyma was again elected for he could have put Jesus in a cornSchaap, Mrs. F. Moomey and Mrs. Baas has outstanding ability as a
supervisor receiving 502 votes as er he would have been happy. This
Johanna Schaap.
two-course director and also a talentedartist
against 260 for John Essenburg scribe'smind was typical. That
lunch was served and games were in singing and instrumental music,
and 38 for Bert J. Huizenga.
kind of a mind loves fine distincplayed with prizes going to Mrs. and his works with the chorus
John Eilander polled 699 votes tions. It loves to suspend an idea
Harold Schaap, Miss Alma Schaap Tuesday evening showed this to a
for townshipclerk winning easily on a pinpoint.It would rather arand Miss Dorothy Schaap, Miss marked degree.
over his opponent. A Ralph Van gue than eat. It would rather
Haverdink was presented with
The members presented by the
create a difficultsituation than heal
many beautifulgifts. Guests in- chorus were renderedas printed RaaKe receivedbut 92 votes.
For Highway CommissionerAl- a broken heart. It would rather
cluded Mrs. Henry Schaap, Mrs. in the program below with the exLlewellyn Michmershuizen,Mrs. ceptionof the "Blue Danube” which bert J. Kapenga and Manus Laar- blow its breath on a window pane
man both qualified,Manus Laar- than wash it.
Gerrit Michmershuizen, Mrs. Peter was well interpreted by the choir
The question this lawyer asked
Rezelman, Mrs. Jake Refcelman, and repeated by request from the man receiving386 votes and Albert
J. Kapenga receiving 279 votes. Jesus was important enough. The
Mrs. R. Ryzenga. Mrs. Jack Schaap, audience.
Arthur W. Kragt receivedonly 123 trouble was with the motive. A
Mrs. Arthur Schaap. Mrs. William
Solo parts in the chorus numSwan, Mrs. William Haverdink, bers were taken by Misses Ellyn votes, and as a result his name good many people appear to be
will not appear on the ballot at honest and sincere in what they
Mrs. Bert Arendsen.Mrs. Harold
Vander Meer and Margaret Bosch, the April election.
say, but their motives belie the
Schaap, Miss Alice Ryzenga.Miss
Angie Kammeraad, Leonard EilanWalter Vander Haar was re seeming. We cannot always judge
Dorothy Schaap, Miss Alma Schaap
der, Don Schippers, Russel Fred- elected for Justice of the Peace the hearts of people by the things
and the bride-to-be.
ricks, and Gerrit De Groot. A vo- polling 480 votes as against 295 they talk about. They may talk
Mrs. John Nyland was surprised cal solo was given by Henry Ten votes cast for his opponent John finely about heaven and their feet
L. Volkers.
may be close to the precipitous
at her homo on W. 20th St. Sat- Hoor.
Three candidates were in the edges of hell. They may say that
Two other pleasing features of
urday night, the occasion being her
v..v
love ...
is the greatest thing ...
in the
leap-year birthday. Games wore the evenings program were the running for Board of Review,
________ ____ _ number
.......wv.
u, r't H. Ter Beek receiving432 votes world and at the same time may be
presented by
nlaved. prizes going to Mrs. Ed. instrumental
Nyland was presented with a gift Miss Johanna Boers ma, who also . ^ «Rainst 167 for Fred Kamper nursing hate.
The lawyer knew the law and
course lunch was served and Mrs. is accompanistfor the choir, and and 160 for Thomas Straatsma.
Nyland was presented wit ha gift a reading "The Soul of A Violin” Ter Beek’s name is the onlv one had probably already built an anfrom the group. Those present by Jerry Bulthuis. Both numbers that will appear on the ballot. swer to his own question, but
would Jesus give answer that was
were Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Kruid and were well received. The chorus
Norman Nyland, Mr. and Mrs. Jim presented a program in Muskegon FOR SALE: Nice Table Lamp.— contrary to the law? He was more
interested in the orthodoxy ofOverway of Grand Haven, Mr. and on Wednesday evening.
Baker Used Furniture,7th St.
Jesus than in the way to eternal,
Mrs. H. Te Roller, Mr. and Mrs.
life. If he could show up Jesus as
M. Essenburg.Mr. and Mrs. H.
a heretic, that would be glory for!
Slighter, Mr. and Mrs.. O. Hook, Mr.
him and a ground for a serious
and Mrs. Ed. Nvland, Mr. and Mrs.
charge against Jesus. When you
J. Dronkers,Mr. and Mrs. John
are dealing with quibers and hereSlighter. Mr. and Mrs. J. Overway,
say hunters you are dealing with
Mr. and Mrs. J. Nyland, Mr. and
men who are not after truth but
Mrs. A. Bouwman.
who are after you. Jesus knew
this and was abundantly prepared
Miss Maybelle De Fouw, daughto meet his pious antagonist. He
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius De
made him answer his own question.
Fouw. and Howard Zuber, son of
He threw him back upon himself.
Mr. Fred Zuber, were united in
Jesus told him he had answered
marriage Friday evening at the
right and bade him live up to his
home of the bride’s parents with

One
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ONE LOT OF

he would hare eternal us did not attempt to five • deflnitem of neighbor.He juet told a
But the lawyer felt most uncom- wonderful and beautifulstory that
fortable. He was made to appear is timelessin its meaning and apin a bad light He got wXt he plication.R was to significant
waa not expecting. The laugh that the lawyer could not mise its
The shoe pinched meaning. He had to confess that
his foot He had done badly in the a hated Samaritan waa a real
game he was playing. He fumbled neighborto the man in terrible
tee ball. He was painfully consc- need. He saw painted in vivid coloua of his error and so pulling ors the ehame of his preacher and
himself togeteer he thought to re- assistant He was lifted by the
deem himself,to put himself in a power of this simple story out of
better liaht. We all do that when his miserable exclusivenesson to
we get tee worst of it We ration- such a broad plane of thought and
alize. We try to save our neigh•*. he never had seen before.
bor by clutchingat one last straw. He had been made to see the utter
Neighbor, naighbor,that is some- “Plashing of the racial fence that
thing to argue about. That may stood between the Jew and Samaryet save me. Let Jeeus define to*1- H« was made to feel that a
neighbor My own reputation for neighbor was any human heir* to
keen and correct thinking will be whose need one can minister.
saved. He will say something that
This parable is an everlasting
is utterly contrary to the Jewish
conception of neighbor and then protestagainstrace hatred and race
he will appear in a bad light, and exclusiveness. One human being
I will stand forth justified.15So the is the same as another when it
lawyer must have thought
comes to the matter of need and
But too bad for the lawyer. Jes- sympathetic and helpful ministry.
Color, ignorance,racial differences
should never be any stop signals
to the love and ministry of human
hearts and human hands. Jesus
never saw racial or geographical
boundry lines when he revealed his
program of loving service.Our
neighbors are not all in America
nor do they all belong to our set
or to our church or to our racial
group. It is a poor time to debate
about the racial or social standing
of a man who needs to be saved
from drowing.
will never
hurt our own standing by binding
up the wounds of the unfortunate
and paying their hotel bills until
they can get on their feet. Genuine religion never quibbles about
its duties in the face of genuine
need.

names appearedon the balServes 20 Years trwo
lot, namely that of Adrian Vreele
and John Ter Horst Veele receivAs Supervisor ed 880 votes, Ter Horet 371. Jacob

L

"

•Mwer and

Geerts and Arthur Tors were al
so named constables,25 votes be
PARK
ing cast for Geerta and 7 votes
OFFICIALS RE-ELECTED being
Gordon Zuverink, 15, son of Mr.
cast for Tors. As was said
MAJORITY
HAVE
and Mrs. George Zuverink, ' 366
before their names did not appear
NO OPPOSITION on the ballot.
Lincoln Ave. received a fractured
leg Monday noon when the bicycle
he was riding struck the side of the
Officials of Park Township from FAMOUS ST. OLAF CHOIR
car driven by Maurice Kuite, who Supervisor down were almost unTO PRESENT PROGRAM HERE
was backing out of the driveway at animouslyre-electedat Monday’s
his home at 94 E. 14th St. Kuite primaries, the total vote cast in
Holland has always been known
took the boy to the hospital and at- the two precinctsbeing 216.
as a music loving people and for
tendants stated his injury was not
George E. Heneveld supervisor that reason they will
11 be more
rr
than
serious.
of Park township at least 20 vears
•leased to know thsrt. the famous
and chairman of the board for It. Olaf Lutheran Choir, AmerWallace Haight spent the weekconsecutive terms, was reend here with his parents Mr. and three
. j
—
— ’ , ” VT ica’s
icas loremosi
foremost a capeiia
capella cnoir,
choir, is
Holland on Thursday,
Mrs. W. B. Haight. He returned eiected by 36 votes in precinctNo. comjnR
gp^,. jn COncert in
Tuesday to Selfridge Field, Mt. 1 and 156 votes in precinctNo. 2,
a total of 192 votes.
Clemens.
Hope Memorial Chapel at 8:15 p.
Albert Kronemeycr, clerk for two
Mrs. Anna Martinus, 40, died years, was also re-electedto that
This choir is directedby Dr. F.
Friday afternoon at her home, 245 position by a vote of 36 votea in
Melius Christiansen who was its
W. 19th st. Surviving are the hus- precinct No. 1 while in preceinct
organizer some thirty years ago and
band, William Martinus,4 chil- No. 2 there were 153 votes cast in
who has been at its head ever since.
dren. Martin, Ralph, Lois and Elis- his favor. Neither Heneveld or
Today this choir ranks as one of
abeth; her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kronemeyer had any opposition.
the most perfect enesmbles in this
Martin Dykstra; two brothers, WilTwo candidates were in tee run- country— perhaps in the world. It
liam and James Dykstra; and two ning for treasurer of the townis everywhere accorded the highest
sisters. Mrs. Richard Sjaarda and ship, namely Dick Nieuwsma, the
Mrs. Egbert Stegink, all of Hol- present incumbent and Justin praise, and is eagerly sought in
all parts of the country because
land. Funeral services were held Kronemeycr. Nieuwsma was reof the excellenceof its programs.
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the home elected by a majority of 47. KroneThe concert here will be the first
and at 2 p.m. at the Sixteenth meyer polled 31 votes in the 1st appearance
of the reknown choir in
Street Christian Reformed church. precinct to 11 votes cast for NieuwThe Rev. P. Jonker officiated and sma, while in the 2nd pnecinct Holland and is the only time ft will
appear in Michigan this year.
burial was in Pilgrim Home ceme- Nieuwsma polled 118 to 51 for
Tickets for the concert can be

Dol^Ddy

-

The officeof constablewent begging in the township.Altho four
constables were to be electedonly

Geo. Heneveld

LOCAL NEWS

Holland, Mich.
performance DAILY starting2:30—
price change 5:30—
Friday, March 6

NEWS

A

Victor McLaglen and Freddie Bartholomew
in

Professional Soldier
Saturday, March 7

DOUBLE FEATURE
Jackie Cooper and Rin Tin Tin Jr. in “TOUGH GUY”
Mala and Lotus in “LAST OF THE PAGANS"
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, March 9-10-11
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire
in

Follow The Fleet
hwaday, March 10 is GUEST NIGHT-Remain as OUR GUESTS
to see Wheeler and Woolsey in “NIT WITS"

v..*.

Ger-

__

Thursday, Friday, March 12-13
John Boles and Gladys Swarthout
in

j

Rose of the Rancho

for

LENTEN FOODS!
IONA

TALL BOY

Macaroni

Saiivic

Spaghetti

3

Tomato

Vegetable

3 “ 25c

10c

i-.:

or

Macaroni or Spaghetti E«"*
J

Cheeta Food

Pabst-ett

Hershey's Cocoa
Salada Tea

8-ox.

pkf.

5c

Pkf.

33c

can

lb.

H-lb.
pkf.

Blue Label

8 o’Clock Coffee
loaf

lb.

Bokar Coffee
Sunnyfield
Family or Peetry

Flour

19c

ba*

2

Gold Dust

2

mtotKVS
OTipCT
-1-

fWOflOVV 9

2

MIC

15c
largo
pkf

29c

s.

largo
pkf.

15c

pkt*.

15c

SmIm

39c

Woodbury’s Soap

15c
3-fb.

Argo Gloss Starch
Instant

6c
23c

5-lb.

Cashmere Bouquet

Soap

33c
17c

Grandmother's

Bread

10c

box

Postum

Hills Bros.

39c

Coffca

27c

Brown or White

4X Sugar

19c

lb.

15c

pkga.

t

CLOSED

M

FOR

Rev. E.

TWO WEEKS
Because our New Location Will Not
be Available Until Then!

We are sorry that we are unable
serve you during these

we hope

to see

you

in

to

two weeks, but

our new location.

WATCH FOR OUR

Opening Announcement!

'1

W.

Zuber of Pittsford.
Mich., brother of the groom, and
the Rev. C. W. Meredith, pastor of
Wesleyan Methodistchurch, officiated. Mrs. Martin Janinga, sister of the bride, sang “I Love You
Truly’’ and “Oh Promise Me.” The
bridal march from Lohengrinwas
played by Mrs. C. W. Meredith.
The bride wore a gown of tea rose
and a shoulder corsage of pink
roses and sweet peas. She was attended by Miss Isabelle Zuber, sister of the groom, who was gowned
in figured rose crepe and wore a

shouldercorsage of sweet peas.
The groom was attended by Herman De Fouw, brother of the
bride. Immediately following the
ceremony a wedding supper was
served. Mr. and Mrs. Zuber have
left on an eastern trip visiting
Niagara Falls and other pointa of
interest. They will be at home to
their friends after March 15 at
their home at 236 W. 17th st
Joseph Schllck, 56, was found
dead in bed at his home at Ottawa
Beach Thursday. Surviving are
Mrt. James Barnes and George
Dunbrook of Grand Ranids and

ILJI
The damages

r Bros., Inc.

between 16 and 20 hours. Vande
Water said and gave a stroke of
apoplexy as cause of death.

Holland City New* $1 a Year

Services for the Gibson Union
church were reaumed Sunday.
Meetings had bben postponed for
three weeks due to weather conditions.

of winter

must be

repaired in the spring!

pays to keep your property

in

good condition. You can

Kellogg's

J

Biscuit

can

pkf*.

19c
19c

Ovaltine

55c

Holland Rusk

2

Pkf*-

25c

Seminole Tissue

4

roll.

25c

Staley’s Starch

15c
'

SUNDAY DINNER

BIG BEEF SALE

By ANN PAGE

Choice Young Steer Beef

•Ulr plentiful and inexpensivefer
Leak It also brought lower prieee
hotter. Cheese prieee bed
I
•ns aad hatter.
not been
effected bat
beea affected
hot thle la ehreys
ahraya an
econMaieal and nourishing feed which
« he need to replace nseat
Freeh vegetables are plentiful aad
vwaj reasonable
•vrewasrewswivumiuonug
lUB seavery
considering the
sea. Beets, new cabbage, carrots,--new
potatoes and spinach are the ontatending values.
All fresh ineata are cheaper, partlei
___
cularlr
beef aad pork, aad lamb and
veal
la lesser detree.
Jtl la
Winter1 fralte
fruits still hare the market
narks

rearer

It

Wbola Whoat

lb.

Aad a Children'sParty Book with

SPRINGTIME-Repair Time

_

—

Meaty

Ribs for

Boiling

2

ROASTS oScet.

STEAK

it*.

25c

ib.

15c

19c

thouth strawberriesand olnsappU
•piss

finance the necessary repairs

through a SAVINGS

LOAN

are becoming
more
plentiful. uoath
Boat
...... . w —
— Americanvnpea, nectarines, pears
and plants are available.
Here are three mreos fer Sunday
dinner at differentbadget levels.
..

Chuck

Ask Us About

It!

STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Member

Federal Depoeit IniuranceCorporation

Mil

a. A

2

ib..

29c

2

ib.

25c

ib.

I9e

ib.

19c

delicious

Ocean Fish

Steak

Macaroni aad Cheese
Sweet-sourBeets
Bread and Batter
Apple Cobbler
Ten or
Milk

Coffee

FIRST

Hamburg Sid
FllletS

Low Cost Dinner

Mre. Mary Emmert of Bauer.
Schliclc,who had lived at the resort for the cast 25 years, was
found by W. C. Smith and Henrv
Baker, neighbors,who investigated
when he did not appear on the lake
for two days. He had been dead

M

Calumet Baking Powder

Veal Roast

shoulder

Madiaa Cast Dinner

B1SiSXSSSM*“
Breed aad Batter
Fruit Crackers Cheese
Tea or

Coffee

o^d

MUk

Very Special Diner
able Soap
Boast Boef

Bacon Squares

cw.

Browned Potetee
Green Brens

A&P FOO
ALL PRICES IN THIS AD
AD SUBJECT TO 3% SALES TAX

K

